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I and wa guest of tlie Sterling
family Tuesday and Wednesduy.
Mr and Mrs Clyde Grant, daughtn Patil ia and Earlene of Cape
1 izabeth called Tuesday on the
Hilts.
M; and Mrs. W C Dow of Portl.u.d. Mi.- Robert Pickett and
daughter Elizabeth of South Portn I ■ ere recent callers at the home
of R. T Sterling.
J A Thomas or Lynn. Mass., was
vernlght guest Friday of the Hilt
famuy.
fhe ILlt', Mrs. 8. G. Robinson
and M ss N. H Kinney motored to
St George Dec 27 to attend funeral
■ M
J.ime.s W. Thomas.
Many ate turning over new pages
and making new resolutions but
we take may we
laid the right place in this troubled
tt r’.d and have what It takes to
pres> forward in the year 1941.

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mr and Mrs Almon Burns made
a business trip Friday to Matinicus.

Mr and Mrs. Ralph Doe and
Otoigc Dee spent New Years Day
with Mr and Mrs. Samuel Peppieello ut Holiday Beach.

Mi' Mary Packard, student at
Maine General Hospital, Portland,
was home for Chistmas.

I

I

F D Malcolm of Hallowell was
a caller Wednesday in this place.
Mrs William Bradford, Madeline
Bradford und Wellman Hopper of
Port Clyde called Sunday on Mrs.
Olive Stor.e at Pleasant Point.
R A Doe and Ray Hyier of
Cushing went Thursday to Massa
chusetts to seek employment.
A E Philbrool of Matinicus was
overnight guest Monday at Frank
Miller’s.

The modern fighter squadron is
compered cf four flights of three
planes each, making 12 machines
in a squadron.

j

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM O. FULLER
Hutchins and Weisman
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Have Been Re-appointed
Subscriptions $3 CO per year payable in advance; single copies three
For Knox County
cents
Advertising rates based upon circulation anc very reasonable.
Gov. Sewall has appointed medi
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier cal examiners to serve Maines 16
*as established and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882 The Free Press
was established in 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These counties under a law reducing the
number to 51 for the entire State.
papers consolidated March 17, 1397.
The law ended the terms of over
100 examiners in office at the close
[EDITORIAL]
of the year. Until the new examin
ers are confirmed. Dr. Arch H.
“HALE OF MAINE”
Morrill, State pathologist, will have
It has been a name to conjure with in the United States
charge of the Investigation of
St nate during the past 54 years, and it is not easy to measure
deaths by violence or unlawful act,
fhe regret which was experienced by the upper branch of our
Attorney
General Frank I. Cowan
National Congre-s when Senator Frederick Hale a few days
said.
ago bade farewell to the scenes which have come to know him
The appointments include:
so well in the last 24 years. He had served four terms there,
Knox—James G. Hutchins, Cam
and then, to the regret of his colleagues, decided upon volun
den; Herman J. Weisman, Rock
tary retirement. The following editorial comment is from the
land.
Eangcr Daily News:
Lincoln—George A.
Oregory,
Senator Hale had followed his father, Senator Eugene
Hale, upon his death after 30 years in the Senate, so that for
Boothbay Harbor;
Joseph E.
54 years, or a third of the life of the Republic, there has been
Odiorne, Whitefield.
a "Dale of Maine” to answer the roll call in the upper house.
Hancock—Charles C. Knowlton,
Few father and son combinations equal this record.
Ellsworth; E. J. Morrison, Bar
To add to the unique position which Senator Hale has
Harbor.
just given up to come home to Portland and do some hunting
and fishing and thinking at his leisure, his maternal grand
Waldto—E. P. Goodrich. Winterfather Senator Zachariah Chandler, New Hampshire-born but
port;
Orris S. Vickery, Belfast.
elected from Michigan, had also served 19 years ln the Senate.
The retirement therefore ends a 73-year service for one
family line that spanned practically half the legislative his
We Wanter Know
tory of the country.
True to the Maine tradition for seamanship, the Hales,
Mathews Genealogy
father and son, were each in turn chairman of the Naval
St. George records show the fol
Affairs committee. Senator Hale has been a “big navy” man,
lowing :
advocating the constant enlargement and improvement of the
law as our most adequate defense, throughout his seryice.
George P. Mathews, born June 22.
He was also chairman of the Senate Appropriation Committee
1846, married Hattie L. Bryant, born
ler a short time, and its ranking Republican member through
Aug. 22, 1862. Their children:
out the New Deal. There again his Interest in the navy was
1. John P. Mathews, born Oct. 24,
manifested by the care he took to see that it got adequate
1879.
appropriations for replacements, additions and manpower.
In a legislative house where seniority is important to ad
2. G. Herbert Mathews, born Jan.
vancement, Senator Hale attained an influential position in
9,
1882.
the Senate. He learned early that speeches were unimportant
3.
Walter Mathews, born April
end devoted himself to the difficult work of committees and
16,
1883.
hearings which result in legislation. He gave Maine a position
4. Florence A. Mathews, born
of national importance by his devotion and high integrity.
He is welcome home as the elder statesman of Maine.
July 8. 1889.
5. Laura M. Mathews, born Jan.
TIIE NEW ATTORNEY GENERAL
29,
1891.
Expressing the belief that the office of Attorney General
Who were the parents of George
is a “full time job,” the new incumbent, Frank I. Cowan, de
P. Mathews? I should like to con
clares his intention to employ no assistants unless a multi
tact one of his children or descend
plicity of duties makes it absolutely necessary. County At
ants for further data.
torney Stuart C. Burgess has assurance that Mr. Cowan will
Hulda A. Spalding, born about
be in attendance on the February term of Knox County
1826, djed Jan. 17, 1861; married
Superior Court to direct the probable trial of John B. Phelps,
Jabez Frank Ames, son of Doyle
who is now in Knox County Jail on the charge of slaying his
Ames and Lydia Waterman of Ap
step-daughter. The new attorney general, 52 years of age,
pleton. Married February, 1850, and
and a native of Palmyra, is described as “self-made," and ls
lived in Rockland. They had:
evidently determined to make a record for himself in the
1. Asa Frank Ames, born about
office to which Legislature has just elected him.
1851.
2. Frederick E. Ames, born about
A BUSINESS MAN SPEAKS
1853.
The views of Thomas J. Watson, one of the Nation’s best
3. Ambrose N. Ames, born about
known business men. and Summer resident of Camden, are
1855.
always of interest and value. He sees now as the first consid
I should like to contact a descend
eration of every American business man the placing in effect
ant
of any of these above Ames
of the National Defense program. “The leaders of govern
family
so as to learn what became
ment, business and industry to whom the execution of our
of
these
three Ames children.
defense program has been entrusted will have the loyal co
Mary Spalding, born about 1805-7,
operation of every business man in the United States,” says
had marriage intentions to Levi
Mr. Watson.” "We are willing to make sacrifices to achieve
Thomas Jan. 17, 1829, at Lincoln
this end because we appreciate our privileges as American
ville. Wanted, her descendants.
citizens and will always stand together in defense of our form
Is this Levi Thomas the same as
of government and our American ideals, while also endeavor
David Thomas, born about 1805.
ing to assist and co-operate with all right-thinking people
who married tl) Mary----- who died
throughout the world.” And that’s the kind of talk we all like
Feb. 16. 1840: married (2) Isabel
to hear.
Davis May 23. 1841: Married <3)
Mrs. Emeline W. Tarr Feb. 9. 1858
and resided in Rockland?
He had by his wife, Mary:
1. William I. Thomas, born Aug
5, 1829.
2. Elbridge S. Thomas, born
March, 1831, mariner, resided in
Rockland.
SPECIALTY STORE
3. 4. Edward Thomas and Ellen
Thomas, died young, 1836 and 1838
Peleg Thomas, born in Duxbury,
married Lucy Graffam (Grafton)
April 19, 1844. Lucy was born Nov.
28, 1826, daughter of George Graf
fam and Margaret Spalding.. Want
ed, their descendants.
Nancy S. Graffam, born July 12.
1811, married Capt. Robert Bramhall, Dec. 23. 1831, and resided in
Rockland. Robert died Jan. 25,
1853. They had:
1. Thomas S. Bramhall, born
Sept. 25, 1832; drowned June 6, 1845
2. George A. Bramhall. born May
6, 1835; married Lillias Herrick,
daughter of Joel Herrick and Jane
jv.vor.vc^.v^.VT
Hall, Jan. 16, 1864, mariner; George
died Jan. 6, 1905. resided in Rock
land.
DK. .YE/L A. IOGG
3. Mary K. Bramhall, born July
11 ill Resume His Surgical Practice
21, 1838; married William Simmons
of Rockland. Dec. 24, 1855, and died
on
April 24, 1903.
4. Freeman Robert Bramhall,
FEURVARY 12, 1941.
bom Sept. 27, 1841; died 1869, Gal
veston, Texas.
155-20
6. Frances Dolly Bramhall, born
June 27, 1844; married Alonzo Falls
or Fales, resided Cambridge, Mass.
7. Margaret M. Bramhall, born
May 16, 1847; married a Mr. Dark,
or was single, but left no descend
ants.
Wanted: Information on above
family.
Write to Bernice O. NewA list of all delinquent taxpayers, prior to 1940,
borg, 141 Park Ave. Ext., Arlington
is being prepared for the printer, to appear in the
Hts., Mass.

VESPER A. LEACH

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
CONTINUED THIS WEEK

bunt. Good, bad or indiffer-

thange. So it pays to make
lyour personal messenger,

| the appearance of your
kTiih is more impressive—
le on a government stamped
le” envelope with an attractwith your letterhead?

I

Lr next envelope order and
| card” ideas. We may be

r

money, too.
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DELINQUENT TAXPAYERS
****

annual city report. If you are delinquent and do
not wish your name in the city report, make ar
rangements to pay before Jan. 15.

Hurricanes are officially desig
nated as winds with a velocity of
more than 75 miles per hour.

Lien claims will be served Feb. 7 on all real estate
on which the taxes for 1940 have not been paid
in full.

LIVE BAIT

CARL O. NELSON,
Tax Collector.
3-4

They’re Going On A Long Trek

a

H. H. CRIE & CO.
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The Black Cat
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“Oomex.” one of Greene’s Chinooks
at home on the snow

Perry Greene of Warren, who begins
450-mile dog team trek

Johnny Gephart, who will be

—Photos by Cullen.

Greene’s companion

Four hundred fifty miles is a
long ways to ride by car, but we
have a man here in Knox County,
Perry Greene of Warren, who Is
going to make a trip of that length
from Fort Kent in the northern
tip of the State to Kittery on tthe
New Hampshire line by dog team.
Greene plans to start from Fort
Kent either today or Wednesday
of this week on his long trek and
will use a team of seven Chinook
huskies. This is the first time
that a trek of this length has been
attempted' in the New England
States and it is expected to take
two weeks or better to complete
the journey. From 20 to 30 miles
per day can be made, depending
on the weather and road condi
tions.
Green will have with him as a
relief driver and companion, 13year-old Johnny Gephart, son of
Mrs. Margery Gephart of Warren.
Johnny came to Maine three years
ago on doctor’s orders due to a
tubercular condition, and today
is the picture of health and in
fine physical condition for the
long hardi trip, all of which speaks
well for the State of Maine for
downright good health.
The two will camp out each

night, using a tent for shelter and
preparing their own meals over a
campfire.
The route of the trip will take
them through Caribou, Lincoln,
Bangor, Waterville, Augusta, which
was Greene’s former home before
he joined the Knox County folks
at Warren, Portland' and then
down through York County to the
state line at Kittery.
Perry said that he was going to
make a stop in Patten to see an
old friend who is one of the best
log rollers in the state, “Lying
Bill” Hall, who ts said to be the
most truthful man In the North
Country and a companion of
Greene’s in many a sportsmans
show in past years, but now on
the sick list.
Greene is the world’s champion
wood chopper, having woo the title
at the Sportsman Show in the Bos
ton Garden in 1933 and has de
fended it at sportsmans shows all
over the East in the past seven
years.
Always an outstanding
figure in sporting circles and typi
cal of the men that Maine has for
guides, he has been in demand for
many years as a featured attrac
tion at shows in Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, Syracuse, Cleveland,
Indianapolis, Detroit, Hartford,
New Haven. He was thp center of
attraction at the Rockport Car-

Caught By Movies

IT HAPPENED FORTY YEARS AGO

Here’s a Tip As To What
Knox County Camera Club
Will Show Feb. 7
The Knox County Camera Club
will hold its regular meeting at
the home of Wilbur Senter on
Broadway at 7.30 tonight.
Tlie final stages of the full na
tural color movie, “Knox County
On Parade” will be discussed and
each member assigned his work
on the night of the public show’ing
which will be held at the Rockland
Community Building Feb. 7.
An interesting feature of the
movie will be the scenes along the
Main street in Knox County towns
that will show many local people
as we see them every day. The
best part of the whole section is
that most persons who are in the
film were unaware that they were
being photographed and seeing
themselves on the screen will be
somewhat of a surprise to them.
One Main street merchant w'ho
thought that he was ducking the
cameraman, is shown as he scur
ries for the cover of his store, and
then pops his head out the door
to razz the photographer, think
ing th it it was a “still” camera
instead of a “movie,” and the ac
tion is all there. You weren’t fast
enough. “Cap’.
Considerable interest is being
shown by the public in this project
by the local club as it is the first
thing of this sort ever attempted
by any camera club in the na
tion. The filming of 3.000 feet of
film in natural color is a mam
moth job. but the club members
have done it and will have a 2%
hour show ready for the audience
on the night of Feb. 7.
Robert Gregory and Ralph U.
Clark of the force at Gregory’s are
attending the annual Boston Style
show of the New England Retail
ers’ Association.

Austin Tibbetts

AUTOMOBILE
REPAIRING
Limeroek Street
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nival for tlie past few years and
was featured at Union Fair last
Fall
At his kennels in Warren. Greene
has 28 Chinook huskies as well
as 20 dogs of other breeds. The
Chinooks are all descendants of
tlie famous huskies of the Walden
Kennels at Wonalancet, N. H. who
have won fame as racing dogs over
the hardest of courses.
Another little matter is the fact
tiiat in this business of dog team
racing, or on a trek, the dTlver
does not ride, but helps kick the
sled along, doing his driving from
| the rear and at the same time
keeping pace with his dogs, so 25
miles or 450 for tlie dogs means
that Greene and his companion
have got to cover the same dis
tance and its a long trek from one
end of the Pine Tree State to the
other.
Rumor has it that army officials
are watching this trip with the
idea in mind of using dog teams
in areas where it would be im
possible to operate motorized units
in time of emergency. A dog team
can go where a car or truck would
find it impossible to travnl. The
army now' has several units of ski
troops, so, why not dog te?ms for
the • carrying of dispatches and
the transportation of light equip
ment.

(By The Roving Reporter)

I called recently for "interesting
group photographs," and quite a
number have already been submiti ted—some of which, unfortunately,
were not sufficiently clear for repro
duction. This will account for
their non-appearance.
Llewellyn P. Newbert is interested
in the band articles for the excel
lent reason that he has done quite
a bit of “tooting” himself. Played
alto horn in the Paragon Button
Band at Waldoboro, George A.
Law, leader; Roscoe G. Ingraham's
Band, and in the 1st Depot Battalion
Band at Montreal,

Hundreds of pounds of sea eggs,
bristles and all, are going from
Lubec to the New York and Bosj ton dealers in seafoods. The sea
egg is in fact a ball of spikes, but
inside is a mass of yellowish meat
something like tapioca. If one can
break open the shell without get
ting a hand full of quills, there are
plenty of vitamins in the echinus—
if one has no objection to its ap
pearance. Apparently the market
is strong just now, as tlie express
company is handling truckloads of
this delicacy each week Tlie sea
eggs are most easily taken at ex
treme low tides, which have been
on for some days. They are raked
out, bunched together in a chevauxde-frise that is the most perfect
example of co-operation in defense,
and broken apart. Then they are
packed in square 40-pound wooden
cases as oranges or fancy Aroos
took spuds are packed. Two or
three dealers in the Boston market
area specialize in sea eggs, horse
mussels and periwinkle, but the
season is short, and after a while

A Glen Cove Fire
It Happens In Two Install
ments. and with Rock
port Chief Furnishes
Excitement

Yes, Ernest C. Davis did remem obliged to turn back after going a
ber about being “snowed in” .at the short distance.
Fiske House in South Hope, and
A small hotel, unprepared for a
just to show what a good memory
“
rush
” would ordinarily be out of
Ernest has, let us tell you that this
memorable blizzard occurred Feb. 4, luck trying to cater for 22 hungry
persons, but fate ordained that sup
1901—almost 40 years to a day.
Present in the hotel at that time per was to be served another parry
were a party of 18 from Rockland, on the following day, so the 22 from
Rockland and Camden not only ate
and two sleighloads from Camden.
In the party from Rockland were what had been prepared for them,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis, Mr. but the supper which was to have
and Mrs. C. I. Burrows, Mr. and Mrs. j been for the other party.
Frank W. Fuller, Mr. and Mrs. E.
The edible contents of a small
B. Hastings, Mr. and Mrs. Simon H.! store were requisitioned, together
Webb, Mr. and Mrs. N F. Cobb, Dr. with all of the tooth brushes and
and Mrs. T. E. Tibbetts, Mrs. Lucy soap which were carried in stock.
Glover and a friend from Boston.
Mrs. Selinda Henderson was the
The two Camden couples were Mr. cook, and such a cook. Could have
and Mrs. E E. Boynton, and Mr. and made a rubber boot taste like a ten
Mrs. George Achorn.
derloin steak.
Well, sir, the snow snew, and the
The marooned Rocklanders final
wind blew, and the merrymakers ly reached home, but the trip occu
inside, busy with one of the famous pied five hours, and at Blackington’s
Fiske House chicken dinners and Corner it was necessary’ to cut out
the after-dinner diversions, took around the cemetery. This detour
little heed of the storm which was might not have been negotiated if
burying the countryside under huge Cal Burrows hadn’t taken the reins.
Along the route snow was seen at
white drifts.
“Kate” Fiske glanced out of the the eaves of nearly every house.
1 back door naw and then, shrugged Those old fashioned blizzards exist
his shoulders, piled more pine knots not in imagination alone; they were
onto the fire, and in his mild man very real.
Dancing and old fashioned candynered way rather ’lowed the party
would have to stay all night. And 1 pulls had helped while away the
“Kate” was right—even Tighter time while the parties were snowed
than he knew, for it was just two in.
days and two nights later before j It was rather a serious situation,
the involuntary guests were able but everybody chose to look upon it
as rather a lark.
to make their departure.
“I think.” said Mrs. Davis yester
Three of the men who had Im
portant business engagements in day, “that it was really the best
Rockland made a desperate at outing we ever had.”
There was a reminiscent far away
tempt to get through but were

A two-family house on Warren
ton street in Glen Cove owned by
Edw. Hall, was damaged to the
extent of $1,000 by two fires yes
terday morning. A chimney fire
that was discovered about 6.30 and
the Rockport department answered
the call and supposedly exting
uished the fire. At 9.30 a milk
man making delivery at tiie house
Informed the family of Thomas
Farley that the roof was on fire.
The Rockland department was
called, as was the Ro_kport truck.
Five lines of hose were laid be
fore the blaze was brought under
control.
The salvage blankets of the
Rockland department were put to
use and saved the tenants consid
erable loss to their belongings,
which without the blankets would
have suffered/ considerable water
damage.
The house is occupied by the
family of Thomas Farley, who set
his loss at $600 and the family of
Edw’ard Noyes whose loss was be
tween $100 and $200.
The Rockport chief furnished
plenty of excitement when he ar
rived at the scene. Coming down
Power House Hill at a fast pace,
he attempted to turn Into War
renton street and went into a spin
that sent spectators fleeing for the
snowdrifts and safety and put his
truck into the ditch, although right
side up and undamaged.
Glen Cove residents broke out
an old hose reel and had a line
laid when the fire trucks got to
the scene.
look in her twinkling eyes as she
turned time back for four decades,
but her sentiments would be shared
by anybody who ever rode in Berry
Brothers’ old “Mammoth.”

Orand Central Terminal, New
York City, handled 38.260,143 rail
road travelers last year.

the demand will shift to cels, frostfish and clams, all of which can
be supplied from the beaches along
tlie Quoddy fore-shore.
Prettily posing on a picture post
card, “Inky,’ ’of Ingraham Hill
would have made a grand showing
in The Black Cat contest had he
only been 100 instead of only 99
99-100 percent pure black. He is
owned by Mrs. Stanley Heath of
Ingraham Hill and goes down in
the Hall of Fame for distinguishing
between daylight and standard
time. No need for an alarm clock
in the Heath family, for they have
“Inky,” who is more accurate than
any mechanical hand.

Folks down in Stonington are
all het up because of the repeated
raids which are being made on
their henhouses. The increased sale
of shotgun shells bodes ill for any
offender who may be detected in
the act.
One year ago; State Insurance
Commissioner C. Waldo Lovejoy
was guest speaker at the annual
banquet of the Camden Fire Departme nt.—Dr. Blake B. Annls was
chairman of the infantile paralysis
drive which was being staged
throughout Knox County.—John A.
Guistin, prominent ln the VF.W.,
died at the age of 41.—Thomas P.
Benner, 83, died ln Waldoboro.—
Butch Wooster was enroute for West
Palm Beach to meet a Los Angeles
boxer—Bernard U. Adams died at
the home of his daughter in King
ston, Mass.—Robert Stevens was
elected master of Rockland Lodge,
F.A.M.—Dr. Maitland Alexander
died in Pittsburg.

Fruit Of The Sea
Total Value of November
Catch As Reported To De
partment Was $202,516
The income of Maine fishermen
in November which reached $202 516 ran slightly behind that of the
same period in 1939 ($215,489) with
a decline in the price of lobsters
and the catch of herring being -esp&nsible. Although the lobster
catch which totaled 776,825 pounds
was a bit higher the price paid to
the fishermen averaged two cents
a pound less. The herring catcl.
of 5 471 bushels was off by 20,000
bushels.
Statistics for the full year have
not been fully compiled but ac
cording to Commissioner Green
leaf there is every Indication that
landings and income will run well
ahead of 1939 and that some
phases of the industry have had
the best year in a long time.
The landings Included: 136,000
pounds cod; 263.000 pounds had
dock; 298 000 pounds hake; 494.000
pounds pollock; 91,000 pounds
cusk; 874 000 pounds roseflsh; 51,000 pounds flounders; 163,000 crabs;
277.000 sand and bloodworms; 67,000 pounds livers; 776,000 pounds
lobsters; 10.485 pounds scallops;
3,173 pounds whiting; 9,107 pounds
spawn; 44.000 pounds smelts and
12,550 pounds sea eggs.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again |

would have made a rule to read eome
poetry and listen to soma muelo al
least once a week

The loee of them

tastes la a Iom of happlneaa.—Chart*
Darwin
THE HYING CHRISTIAN TO HIS SOgJL.
Vital spark of heavenly flame!
Quit O quit this mortal frame!
Trembling, hoping, lingering, flying
O. the pain, the bliss of dying!
Cease, fond nature, cease thy atrtfe.
And let me languish Into life!
Hark! they whisper; angels say.
Sister spirit, come away!
What ls this absorbs me quite?
Steals my senses, shuts Liy sight

Drowns my spirits, draws my breath?
Tell me. my soul, can thia be death?
The world recedes; It dlsappearsHeaven opens on my eyes! my ears

With soulds seraphic ringLend
V°ur wings' I mount!

I

O Grave! where ls thy victory?
O Death! where ls thy sting?

—Alexander Pope ,

Every-Other-Day
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Winslow-Holbrook

Be still, and know that I am
God.—Psalms 48: 10

Post

Basketball Battles

Strange Critter Lands At Oakland
TT”

The Christmas rush is over and
THE
those New Year headaches are
GOOD OLD DAYS Just a memory. Let s go, start 1941
by attending the Legion meeting
OF
Jan. 9 This meeting will interest
cd
every Legionnaire. Buffet lunch
LOCAL BANDS
will be served and special enter- ,
By
talnment will be the headline for
IREE MEMBER
the evening.
Comrade Elmer i
1
Crockett will show- moving pictures
Among the younger Rcck'anj of the Legion parade and conven- '
musicians was Cecil Ccppin;, • j.i tlcn at Boston. Don't miss these
of Mrs. Lilian Copping, thc wj’.I pictures. They are special, and
every Comrade should see them.
known vocal teacher.
A.'ter the pictures the Comrades
Cecil has a host of friends in this
w.l'. have the p fasure of hearing
section and nis is a case of ‘ small C-mrede Ccr.ne'.an. postmaster at
town boy makes good in big city;' thc R ckland office, who is one of
This scribbler has “bin tu Nu the many h.ieiestlng speakers the
-JX,
York" several times in past years Legion has lined up for the Post,
and on one occasion "Tete” Copping for the remainder of the season.
A good many years ago an airplane landed at Oakland Park, the first ever seen at the resort. It is appar
sure gave me a good time. He took Winslow-Hclbrook Post is honored ent from the picture that the crowd was much interested. Maybe somebody can tell us more about it.
me in tow early one morning and in having cne of its members ap
kept me on the keen jump until pointed to this important office.
midnight show in Rockland Friday, Anyone who has one and wishes
IN THI
midnight and saw me safely aboard
Service in the Legion is a suc
June 27 the opening night of the to present it to the Post can do so
the train, homeward bound. He cess to those giving it, only when
by sending it to Oliver Hamlin.
encampment.
• • * *
• • • •
took me to points of interest that all comrades attend the meeting j
I never heard of. He took me and show their appreciation with
Comrade James Warren has been
Comrade Edward J. Roark of
through a department store “bigger the password, "Standing Room
appointed
janitor cf the V.F.W.
Spruce Head, father of the Veter
than Pas four acre field" and as Only" when the meeting opens at
hall
for
the
year 1941.
ans Tax exemption bill, reports
• *
•
high as Dodges Mountain and in 8 o’clock.
that every Post will in the next few
that place I could ^get lost as easy
Glad to see Comrades Shannon, J
Roy
Simpson
of
Criehaven was
weeks receive a copy of the Bill
as I could up in the Maine woods. Harvey, Taylor, and other Com
a
visitor
at
the
Post
meeting last
presented to the Legislature in Au
He steered me onto and off dozens rades who have started the New
week.
gusta. This bill, if passed will
• • • •
of escalators and we went up and Year by attending meetings again.
(By Oliver Hamlin)
exempt all veterans who own real
down so many times that I was See you all again Thursday night.
Next regular meeting of the Pest
Maurice Jones of Clark Island estate up to >1003 from paying a
reminded of the man who bought
Several of the Camrades are sick. has made application to enter i tax on same. If the Veterans’ real under Commander Albert Brickley
a pair of rubber boots recommend Come up and get their names and Togus Hospital fcr treatment estate is valued over $1000 he pays will be Jan. 17.
ed highly for its “bouncing quali give them a call. A fine opportun through Huntley-Hill Post service on the amount over $1000. There
ties.”
ity to “Do unto others as you would officer.
It costs the average driver abcut
are 38 States out of the 48 that
He was working on the fourth have them do unto you. Very easy
thee
cents a mile today to drive
give the Vet exemption under $1000
story of a building when he slipped and lonesome to be sick at our age.
One of the best meetings of the All veterans are urged to support his car; in 1900 the average was
and fell to earth but landed on hls
Commander Seabury sends New | year took place last w’eek with 20 this bill when it icomes up at Au 30 cents a mile.
feet. His new rubber boots prompt Year’s greetings to all the Com comrades present. Reports from gusta
ly shot him right back to the fourth rades, and wishes them health and the chairman of the Convention
• • • •
Airplane lubricants are being
story. He was too far from the success for 1941.
manufactured
cut of herring, sar
The
Post
is
in
need
of
an
old
shot
committee were full of interest
building to land on it and so he
dine,
and
-whale
oils by the Jap
Comrade Dave Pollock cf South gun 10” or 12” gauge to use as &
shot back to earth again. Once the Hippodrome stunts were some
anese.
Thomaston, is working to have a cannon during the encampment.
more the famous boots bounced him thing to remember.
up. Once more he shot to earth,
The first thing that happened the
landed on his feet and bounced up day Cecil and I were there was the
again. Poor man! He couldn't appearance of eight girls, walking
stay up nor could he stay down. He abreast, who walked into the water,
kept bouncing up and back for two (back stage). About 10 feet behind
days and two nights and they final them came eight more girls. These
ly had to shoot him to keep him were followed by three more groups
from starving to death. (This yarn of eight, 40 girls in all, and, in turn,
This is the Final Clean-up Before Moving. It Includes the Few
seems almost unbelievable).
each group walked deeper and
Anyhow Cecil took me to the fa
1940 Appliances Left and the New Trade-ins From December
deeper into the wa.er until the last
mous “Riggs” for dinner. They row of heads disappeared beneath
Business. The Prices Have Been Cut To Make Sure They Move
gave me a bill of fare about a foot the surface of the water.
long and nearly as wide, and while
When the show continued and
Out NOW. Look Them Over Today or Tomorrow SURE!
they had about everything that was the girls failed to appear a man
ever cooked on that bill, the one
who sat right behind us—and who
thing I craved was not mentioned. had made many audible sighs while
NEW REFRIGERATORS, 1940
When the waiter came to take my they *ere disappearing—brought
order I asked him if he could bring forth a long drawn groan and
1
6 ft. Deluxe 1940 Westinghouse Refrigerator; was 199.75....
$164.75
me five, or six egg sandwiches and mumbled “they’re gone, they're
a cup of coffee.
gone, oh, my God, they are
I 6 ft. Standard 1940 Westinghouse Refrigerator; was 139.75..
$114.75
Hls back stiffened perceptibly
drownded." He seemed not to no
and Cecil gave me a dirty look, but
tice the chuckles and giggles his
1 8 ft. Standard 1940 Westinghouse Refrigerator; was 179.75..
$144.75
I insisted and Prince charming—
outburst caused but rocked back
coat tails, white tie and all—strode
and forth and muttered for somee
1 6 ft. Special 1940 Westinghouse Refrigerator; was 114.95 ...
$104.95
away in high dugeon, but he served time.
me with half a dozen delicious egg
About 20 minutues later eight
1 6 ft. Standard 1940 G. E. Refrigerator; was 134.95 .. .. .. .. .. .. .
$114.95
sandwiches. I had been in western
heads, dripping with water, came
New York for months and just
to the surface, this time clear aerbss
couldn’t get egg sandwiches (nor
NEW RANGES, 1940
thc pond from where they had en
baked beans) and, boy, did those tered the water, and climbed out
sandwiches taste good
2 Cabinet Type G. E. Ranges; was 129.50; now, installed.. .. .. .. .
5 99.50
and sat on the edge of the stage
I guess I was something of a by the footlights. They were fol
trial to Cecil, but he was a good lowed by the other 32 in the same
1 Leg Type G. E. Range; was 99.50; now, installed.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
5 84.50
sport ana refrained from saying
formation as they had entered the
harsh words. I believe he did re
3 Cabinet Type Westinghouse Ranges; was 129.50; now, installed
$107.50
water. When all were gathered
mark that a placard “from Maine"
among the footlights they all sang
pinned on my back wouldn't be a song about water nymphs—or
3 Leg Type Westinghouse Ranges; was 99.50; now, installed ...
$ 89.50
necessary. He must have enjoyed
something—and that Tittle man let
my disregard of New Yolk etiquette
out a near whoop of joy and said
in some measure for he took ap
IRONER DEMONSTRATORS, 1940
“Glory be!" they ain’t drownded.
parent delight in relaying some of Glory be!”.
1 Easy Automatic Heat Control, 2 Roll Speeds; was 69.95; now..
$59.95
my antics to some of his musical
I’ll never forget that little man,
friends.
nor will Cecil, I’ll bet a cookie.
We took in the Hippodrome in
1 Easy No Top Cover; was 59.95; now.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
$39.95
Cecil piloted me over to Brooklyn
the afternoon and it was a great
that night where he was, judging
1
Easy Top Cover, Automatic Heat Control; was 84.95; now ....
$49.50
show. Iree Member one amusing by hls reception, a very popular
incident which may be of interest.
member of a symphony orchestra
The Hippodrome stage was very
1
Deluxe Top Cover, Automatic Heat Control, Lap Tray; was 89.95
$69.95
of, I Judge , about 100 members.
large. I have been told by a young
Herbert Brahms was the director
woman who was a chorus dancer
and I was surprised to find that
WASHER DEMONSTRATORS
there for a year or two that the
Cecil was principal bassoon artist,
stage was round and was divided
although he switched to slide trom
1 35P4 Easy, with Spiralator and Wringer; was 89.95; now ...
$74.95
into four parts. While the show
bone on several selections. Cecil
was going on out front the next
introduced me properly to all and
2 6554 Easy, with Spiralator and Spin Basket; was 99.95; now
$94.95
scene was being laid. When the
I was treated right royally." After
lights were oift the whole auditori
the concert we all repaired to a
um was in total darkness for some
banquet hall, several blocks from
GUARANTEED USED APPLIANCES
seconds and during this time the
the music hall—a—nd a large music
whole stage was revolved to the hall it was, too—and we had a swell
next section, the lights went on
REFRIGERATORS
feed, although Brahms remarked
and an entirely new scene was pre
that egg sandwiches were taboo
sented to the audience. I always
1 8 ft. Frigidaire, double door, porcelaininside and out.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
$49.50
This remark somehow made me sus
went to the Hippodrome every time
pect that Cecil had been telling
I landed in New York and never
2 5.5 ft. Kelvinator Refrigerators.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
$19.50
tales.
failed to be surprised and thrilled
Anyhow it was a grand night
when the scenes were changed. The
1
8 ft. Frigidaire, Double Doors.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
$29.50
and I barely made the midnight
lights went out and after only a
train—with the expert guidance of
moment of silence and darkness,
1
6 ft. Mayflower, Porcelain Inside and Out.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
$39.50
friend Cecil who, with a hearty |
presto, lights on and an entirely
handshake and goodbye saw me
new scene appeared like magic.
1 6 ft. General Electric, Monitor Top.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
$39.50
safely enroute to our native State—
But about the amusing incident.
good old Maine.
After one of those periods of dark
Cecil is a good scout and was as
RANGES
ness between scenes the whole of
popular in New York as in Maine.
one section of the stage was a large
(To be continued)
2 Hotpoints, 3 speed units, thrift cooker, storage drawer.. .. .. .. ..
$69.50
body of water. On one of my visits
a steamboat about 75 feet long was
4 Universal and Hotpoint, 3 Speed Units.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
$39.50
shown riding at anchor and some
200 persons, sailors and young
1 Westinghouse, 3 Speed Units, thrift cooker, storage drawer,
women, were on the stage and the
repossessed.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
j/xou
deck of the boat, and there was
ample room for them all. Quite a
1 Westinghouse Apt. House Range, white, 3 speed units.. .. .. .. .. .
$69.50
puddle of water to see on a stage
It was plenty deep—meaning the
1 Hotpoint Cabinet Range, 3 speed units,thrift cooker, drawer..
$79.50
water—for, on one of my visits they
RELIEVE stuffiness and misery
had an old car (but a real one)
this proi'fd way: Melt a spoonful
come down from a hill—it looked
of Vicks VapoRub in boiling water,
a good one thousand feet from the
then breathe in the steaming med
icated vapors.
water wheu we first saw it round a
THEN AT BEDTIME, rub VapoRub
curve—and it came rearing down
on throat and chest to get full ben
the steep hill and plunged, man efit
of its long-continued action
and all, into the water and—we while you sleep. ,
3-4
never saw either the car or the And you will be
man again. To a hill-billy like me delighted with

Tt

Our Girls Lost
A smart feminine ’sextet from the
adjoining county pulled lots of fast
ones at the expense of Rockland
High Friday night and won the
court contest 26 to 13. Miss Parsons
was high line with 10 points. The
score:
Lincoln Acad(!6) Rockland High (13)
Parscns, If ......................... If. Rich
Merrill, rf ....................... rf. Norton
Winchenbaugh. cf ........ cf. Wotton
Cowan, eg ............................. eg. Hill
Simmons, lg .................... lg. Smith
Chase, rg ....................... rg, Melvin
Substitutions: Lincoln. Trask.
Pierce. Weeks, Ervine. Rockland,
Witham. Barlow. Weymouth, Mc
Conchie, Newbegin, Cuccinello.
Goals from floor: Parsons 8. Mer
rill 2. Trask 1. Rich 2. Norton 1
Goals from fouls: Parsons 2. Mer
rill 1. Trask 1, Rich 4, Norton 3.
Referee, Farrell. Time, four 8’s.
• • • •
Waldoboro vs. Alumni
The varsity was two points too
many for the Alumni in Saturday
night’s game at Waldoboro. Win
chenbach led for the students and
Soule for the old grads. The score:
Waldoboro High (15)
G.
F. Pts.
R. Bagley, If ....... 1
0
2
E. Bagley, If ....... 0
0
0
Winchenbach, rf .. 2
3
7
Heyer, rf
....... 0
0
0
Lee, c ................. 2
0
4
Richards, c ........... 10
2

Every-Other-Day

Wallace, lg ........... 0
Kantola, lg .......... 0
Creamer, rg .......... 0

If you have guests from out of
town they would be glad to have
their friends know they are
here, and the easy way ol bring
ing that about is a notice of their
arrival in The Courier-Gazettc\
social column. Telephone to
Miss Ruth Ward (1005-W) or
directly to this office, which is
always glad to receive any news
items of local interest.

15
W. II. S. Alumni (13)
G.
Creamer. If ............ 1
Abbe ton 1, If .......... 0
Fullerton, rf ............ 0
McLain, rf ............. 0
Anderson, c ............ 1
Soule, c ................. 3
French, lg ............. 0
Hilton, lg ............... 0
Black, lg ................. 0
Steele, rg ............... 0
Rowe, rg ................. 0

F.
0
1
0
0
0
0

P‘s.

If you have no telephone of your
own. don't use a neighbors phone
frequently. It is all right to use
it occasionally in an emergency.

0
0
0
1

5
3
Referee, Quinn. Time, four 8 s.

Sir Walter Raleigh first intro
duced the potato into Europe in
13 1585.

Read The Courier-Gazette

A 20-pound fish weighs only
a,bout one pound in salt water.

CENTRAH&MAIHE

POWElNCOMPAMY

ViSKS

Jan. 8—Thomaston Be
meets at Knox Hotel.
Jan. 9 —Thomaston— Pa
Ass n meets at High Scho >
Jan. 11 Limerock Val
meets with Pleasant Va
Rockland

Jan. 17—Educational Cli
Grand Army hall

Feb 14-16 —Camden
Carnival
Jan. 23 Annual banqu
den Chamber of Cunmicr
Hall
Feb. 26—Ash Wednesdi
gins.
Feb. 7—“Knox County
a full color motion plctu
by The Knox County c
at the Community Bulltll
Feb 12—'Lincoln's Birth

Feb 22—Washington s 1

The Weatl

Make Tea - Easily

"SALADA"
TEA-BAGS
America’s Finer Tea

With the temperati
from 5 to 10 above tl
a triumph was record
Radio Weather broadt
day which said that a
was headed this way. (
for a cane. Eddie Ing
to say. Saturday's bib
ed two feet of snow on
walk and one foot on
bors'. Snow enough
rabbit a few days ago;
track an elephant now
and Jupiter were e\
other at close range
with Mars looking on
ously.

Overtime parking
the city marshals of
$101.50 last month,
impoverished.
Capt. Edgar W. Dc
been at Umbria Planta
Corner, S. C. since las
returned to his home
street.
To Fire Chief Van
has been referred the
Roland A. Genthner of
for permission to store
Union street.

CLEARANCE SALE

STUBBORN
HEAD
COLDS

TALK OF THE

•VlM

not

The Taylors—Charlie
—are conducting evp.ngc
ices in the Mechanic
Boston. Hundreds of Kt:
residents will not soon
wonderful meetings the
the Community Bulldii
years ago.

r
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Thc editor acknowlej
much pleasure the follow
graph from the letter
Massachusetts editor
Holman of Quincy, Mas
not tell you how much
tri-weekly visit and I dc
how you and your assocl
age to get so many
articles that I ncver sei
else and which are n<
formative but reflect ti
in New England.

JANUARY 6-11

WHITE HOUSE

WHEATENA

COFFEE

PKG

NATION-WIDE

WHEAT CEREAL

1 LB
ECONOMY
PKG

PKG

ENSIGN
2 LB
PKG

PRUNES

I

GOLDEN KEY

QUAKER
CORN MEAL

NO 2
CANS

CARROTS

STOKELY'S
PKGS

PEACHES
KALVES
or

NOS«|^(
CAN

SLICED

| CREAM CORN
|
STARCH

STOKELY'S—MIKED

VEGETABLES

2^I7<

CANS

STOKELY’S
NO 5
CAN

TOMATO JUICE
TOKELY’S

MINUTE
TAPIOCA

2

PKGS

1ONEY POD PEAS

NO2
CAN

2 5c
C O O K I

IVORY SALT
(WORCESTER)

PKGS

17^

B S

ic A 6000 SUBSTANTIAL.
010 FALHIONID M01AUB
(OOKIi THE WHOLt FAMILY
WILL INJOY.
,*•>.
. waarria im (lutlaxl .

V

2

I7c

NATION-WIDE

MACARONI or SPAGHETTI

8OZ
PKGS

PEARL BARLEY

2 pkgs|9c

Visit Lucien K Green
Furs; Burdell's Dress
Dresses Complete stocl
on hand. New merchand
In every day at modera
See them today. Odd Fell
School street. Rockland.

INDIGES

nay aged tha Hear

m tnepM la tha nanaeh ar fuUal
hair triat«r aa tha heart. At tha Brat
■■art taan and eameo dapaad on Bail
aa< (aa Craa Nt laiaUta but rnada
aartna aadlrlnaa knaarn far arid lodli
riBOT DOTS daaan I araw Ball art
hatue aa aa aad raealaa OOUBLM Mt

THREE CROW

EPSOM SALTS

1 LB
PKGS

NATION-WIDE
BARS

Hiding America From
—how tiie nation's be
among technicians are ti
new tricks to make us i(
war. See the America
Magazine with the Jai
Boston Sunday Advertise

O

THREE CROW

LIFEBUOY
SOAP

The officers of Canton
P. M„ I.O.OF., were ir
the last meeting by Brigi
cral Sargie L. Warren, c
commander, who was a
members of his staff—Mi
Fitch, department adjuta
Lawrence Crumment.
inspecting officer, am
Harry Gordon, chaplain
officers are: Captain, Nc
ensign, Jesse T. Carroll,
ton V. Rollins; accounti
E.» MacPhail; chaplain
Lovejoy; guard, Nestor
banner bearer Luke
picket, Linwood Carroll
installation this progrart
sented; piano solo, Eliza
Phail; vocal solos, M
Pietroski; reading, Alt
Phail; piano duet, I
Rogers and Elizabeth
Gifts were presented to
and Mrs. Rogers w’ho
pianists for the installat
freshments were served.

TOILET

ROLLS
(5000)

BURPEE
FUNERAL HOI
Ambulance Ser

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS

TELEPHONES
$00 or 7S1-1 or 78

110-11$ LIMEROCK F
ROCKLAND, M

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day
li you have guests from out of
t. wn tlwy would be glad to have
theh friends know they are
here, and the easy way of bringn : tha: ihout Is a notice of their
arrival in The Courier-Gazette's
<oci.il column. Telephone to
Mi ,s Ruth Ward < 1005-W) or
directly to this office, which is
always glad to receive any news
items of local interest.

If you have no telephone of your
v
don't use a neighbor's phone
frequently. It is all right to use
rationally in an emergency.

Walter Raleigh first introu *d the potato into Europe in

A 20-iiound fish weighs only
i>. ut ore pound in salt water.

TALK OF THE TOWN Had Narrow Escape

Jan. 8— Thomaston Board of Trade
meets at Knox Hotel.
Jan. 9 —Thomaston— Parent-Teacher
Ass'n meets at High School auditorium
Jan. 11 Limerock Valley Pomona
meets with Pleasant Valley Grange.
Rockland.
Jan. 17—Educational Club meets at
Grand Army hall
Feb 14 16 —Camden— Outing Club
Carnival
Jan. 23 Annual banquet of Cam
den Chamber of Commerce St Masonic
Hall
Feb. 26—Ash Wednesday; Lent be

gins.
Feb. 7 -“Knox County On Parade”,
a full color motion picture presented
by The Knox County Camera Club
at the Community Building
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday.

The Weather

Easily

AGS
Finer Tea

A-

•• %

wi

..

** ' MX
tf tf

JARY 6-11

PKG

EAL

PKG

With the temperature ranging
frem 5 to 10 above this morning
a triumph was recorded for the
Radio Weather broadcast yester
day which said that a frigid) wave
was headed this way. Cold enough
for a cane. Eddie Ingraham used
to say. Saturday's blizzard land
ed two feet of snow on the writer’s
walk and one foot on his neigh
bors'. Snow enougfh to track a
rabbit a few days ago; enough to
track an elephant now. The moon
and Jupiter were eyeing each
other at close range last night,
with Mars looking on rather jeal
ously.

Judge Elisha W. Pike

His presence of mind in leaning
sharply to the right when a col
lision shattered the steering wheel
of his Pontiac sedan, was the un
doubted reason why Judge Elisha
W. Pike was not crushed to death
at the foot of Springbrook hill
Saturday afternoon.
Returning from Belfast he en
countered hazardous traveling in
the heavy storm, ar.d his car skid
ded into a culvert, smashing the
front and wrecking the steering
wheel. Judge Pike had a cut over
the eye, and his chest was badly
Overtime parking collections at bruised, but no bones were broken,
the city marshals office netted and he was able to walk some dis
$101.50 last month. And nobody tance before being picked! up and
brought to the Camden Community
impoverished.
Hospital. He returned home yes
terday.
Capt. Edgar W. Dorr, who has
been at Umbria Plantation, Monk
The general committee of Com
Corner, S. C. since last Fall, has munity Food Fair will hold a vital
returned to his home on Rankin ly important meeting at 4 o'clock
street.
tomorrow afternoon at the Cham
ber of Commerce office.
To Fire Chief Van E. Russell
At last night’s meeting of the
has been referred the petition of
City
Government the following ap
Roland A. Genthner of Waldoboro
pointments
were confirmed (all
for permission to store oil at 148
for
three
years):
A. J Bird assessor
Union street.
Mrs. Bernice L. Jackson, overseer
The Taylors-^Charlie and Laurie of the pcor; Frank H. Ingraham,
commissioner;
Cleveland
—are conducting evangelistic serv park
Sleeper,
Jr.,
J.
Albert
Jameson,
and
ices in the Mechanics Building,
Raphael
S.
Sherman,
trustees
of
Boston. Hundreds of Knox County
the
public
library.
residents will not soon forget the
wonderful meetings they held in
The past 24 hours have seen five
the Community Building a few
runs recorded at Central Fire Sta
years ago.
tion including the diaphone call
to Glencove for the Farley-Noyes
The editor acknowledges with blaze. The others were telephone
much pleasure the following para runs to the homes of E. W. Clark,
graph from the letter of a former Camden street, Charles Collins,
Massachusetts editor—-Dudley T.I. Pleasant street, Everett Carter,
Holman of Quincy, Mass.: “I need Rankin street and1 Mrs. Hattie
not tell you how much I enjoy its Mason. Thomaston street. All the
tri-weekly visit and I do not know local fires had no damage except
how you and your associates man for a small loss at Carter's.
age to get so many interesting
articles that I never see anywhere
BORN
else and which are not only in
Billings At Knox Hospital, Dec 31.
Capt and Mrs. Joseph A. Billings
formative but reflect the true life ato son
Joseph Walter Billings.
in New England.
Wotton—At Little Nursing Home,
Waldoboro, Jan. 4. to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Wotton, a son.
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Tlie officers of Canton Lafayette,
MARRIED
P. M„ I.O.OF.. were installed it
Flfield-Lakeman—At Rockland. Jan.
the last meeting by Brigadier Gen 4 Wendell Horton Fifield of Everett.
and Margaret Ahern Lakeman
eral Sargie L. Warren, department Mass.,
of Thomaston.—By Rev. J. Charles
commander, who was assisted by MacDonald
Harkinson-Crockett—At North Haven
members of his staff—Major Ralph Jan
5. Stanley Hnrklnson of Buzzards
Bay. Mass., and Miss Blanche Crockett
Fitch, department adjutant; Major of
North Haven.—By Rev. S. A. Walker
Lawrence Crumment, department
DIED
inspecting officer, and Captain
Benner—At Boston. Macs., Jan. 4.
Harry Gordon, chaplain. The new
M Benner, aged 67 years. Fu
officers are: Captain. Neil F. Karl; Herbert
neral Tuesday at 2 p. m. from Rus
sell
funeral
home. Rev. J. Charles
ensign. Jesse T. Carroll, clerk, Mil- MacDonald will
officiate. Interment
ton V. Rollins; accountant, Albert in Warren.
Packard — At Searsmont, Jan. 3.
E.- MacPhail; chaplain, Oliver B. Joseph G. Packard, aged 75 years, 6
months. 3 days.
Interment In Oak
Lovejoy; guard. Nestor S. Brown; Grove
cemetery.
Rackliff At Rockland. Jan. 5. Hat
banner bearer. Luke S. Davis;
tie Watson, wife of Roland S. Rack
picket, Linwood Carroll. After the liff. aged 58 years, 10 months, 27 days.
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from
installation this program was pre Funeral
Burpee funeral home.
Jameson-At Camden, Jan. 5. Viola
sented; piano solo. Elizabeth Mac
M.. wife of Everett Jameson, aged 38
Phail', vocal solos. Mrs. Jennie years
Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock
Good funeral home.
Pietroski; reading, Albert Mac from
Stimpson—At Martinsville. Jan. 4.
Phail; piano duet, Mrs. Louie Etta H.. widow of Frederick H Sttmpson. aged 66 years. 4 months. 5 days.
Rogers and Elizabeth MacPhail. Funeral
service Tuesday at 2 o'clock
from the residence.
Interment In
Gifts were presented to Mrs Brown South
Parish cemetery.
and Mrs. Rogers who acted as
Young
At Vinalhaven, Dec 31.
pianists for the installations. Re David B. Young
freshments were served.
CARD OF THANKS
We would like to express our appre

and thanks for cards, flowers,
Hiding America From An Enemy ciation
and many acts of kindness to all the
friends and relatives who
—how the nation's best brains neighbors,
were so helpful during our recent be
among technicians are turning out reavement We would especially like
thank Dr Tweedle and Rev. Guy
new tricks to make us invisible in to
Wilson
Mr and Mrs. Nelson A. Sabien and
war. See the American Weekly family.
*
Magazine with the January 5th
Boston Sunday Advertiser.
2* It
CARD OF THANKS

Visit Lucien K. Oreen & Son for
Furs; Burdell’s Dress Shop for
Dresses.
Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
in every day at moderate prices.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
Bchool street. Rockland.
107-tf

INDIGESTION
Buy afcct the Heart

Om tn»pe4 la tl» MMtA ar (uUM MJ art Hfea a
hair Mom aa tha baart At tha Om al<n « dtatnaa

LEY

Lts

Per

1 LB
PKGS

1 LB
PKGS

ROLLS

(500C)

«a>t aaa aad awaan daoaad on BaQ-aaa Tahlata te
•at (U free. Na laxattra bat mute of tha full
•etliw MdMau known tar arid Lndtrmion. M 0w
FIRST DOSS dMtn't oraaa Ball-ana battar. ratara
MtUo to aa lad racatia DOUBLB Manar Bat*. Ma.

To my many friends who remem
bered me during my recent Illness
with gifts, letters and cards, and to
all those who helped to make up my
"Sunshine Basket.” at Christmas. I
wish to extend my heartfelt thanks
and appreciation.
•
Mrs. Henry G. Caddy
St. George, Jan. 7.
•
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all the friends and
neighbors who were so good to me
in my recent bereavement, also for
the beautiful flowers.
Jacob D. Simmons
Port Clyde.
*

Soft

Ambulance Service

TELEPHONES
SM or 7»1-1 or 781-11
119-1U LIMEROCK ST
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
9T-tf

Introduced Ten Bills

Indicative of Palmy Days in Lime Industry

Lieut. Plank, Acknowledg
ing Newspaper Favor, Re
members Rockland Friends

Our Representative On the
Job—Three Bills of Knox
County Interest

First Naval District
U. S. Naval Reserve Aviation Base
Boston (Squantum), Mass.,
Jan. 2,
Editor of The Ccurier-Gazette:—
We acknowledge with thanks re
ceipt of a marked' copy of the Dec.
24 edition of The Courier-Gazette,
which carried our press release on
Aviation Cadet Douglas Elliot Gray
of Warren, Maine. We note the
newspaper article quotes that re
lease verbatim, an example of co
operation which is doubly appre
ciated due to the publicity value
involved.
Gut newly formed1 Flight Selec
tion Board expects to make periodic
sweeps through New England, in
the interests of cur aviation cadet
selection program, and we shall
make it a point to pay our respects
to you when we are in Rockland
This Board, incidentally, consists
of two aviation line officers, Lt.
Comdr. T. A. Collins of Brighton,
Mass., and Lieut. E. F. Plank of
Cambridge, Mass., andi two flight
surgeons Lt. Comdr. D. E. Dement
of Quincy, Mass., and Lieut. F.
Randolph Philbrook of Randolph,
Mass.
I take this opportunity to wish
you and yours and my friends in
the First National iBank, especially
the Robinson boys, Joe Emery,
Chauncey Keene and ‘‘The Twins.”
a New Year filled with health, hap
piness ar.d prosperity.
E. F. Plank,
Lieutenant, US.N.R.
Member. Flight Selection
Board, First Naval District

Friday, the first day of the 77th
Congress, Representative Margaret
Chase Smith introduced 10 bills
j and resolutions.
Two of them were of general in| terest to the State. One called for
the erection of a memorial to Gen.
Henry Knox and tlie other for rei imbursement of the State for dam
age to tlie Carlton Bridge, An
other. of interest to the State al
though related to Mrs. Smith's dis
trict, proposed a marine school at
Rockland,
The Knox memorial bill has
been introduced before, by Sena
tor White and by Mrs. Smith's late
husband, Representative Clyde H.
Smith. It proposes appropriation
of $25,000 for a memorial to Gen.
Krtox at Thomaston, and for the
grading, and enclosing with a stone
curbing and iron fencing the lot
upon which tlie memorial would
be erected, to be put up under the
direction of the Secretary of War.
The bill provides tliat no part of
the money shall be spent until a
suitable lot at Thomaston shall be
conveyed to the United States, and
the town shall have provided an
open highway to the memorial for
public use.
The bill for damage to the Carl
ton Bridge aks payment of 6,386.32
from the Federal Government to
the State of Maine, for damage to
tlie bridge caused by collision of
the Coast Guard tender Ilex with
the bridge, August, 1939.
The third bill asks for establish
ment of a marine school at Rock
land, with a ship furnished by the
Navy, witli apparel, charts, books
and instruments of navigation, for
the school. A condition is that
the State shall maintain the school
to instruct youths in navigation,
steamship-marine engineering and
all matters pertaining to the proper
construction, equipment and salt
ing of vessels.
A bill for $1300 for Annie Brown
of Rockport, who was hurt in July
1937, in Linoolnville, when she fell
Into an unlighted and unprotected
ditch, made by the National Park
Service. This to the Claims Com
mittee.

FISHERMEN TO MEET
Representatives of the Maine
Fisheries Association will have
a meeting in the Tower Room
of the Community Building at
7 oclock Friday night, to dis
cuss the betterment of the lob
ster situation. All fishermen,
smackmen and dealers are in
vited.

The American Legion wishes to
thank everyone who helped with the
Christmas party at Park Theatre.

Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxili
ary will meet Wednesday night at
7.30 in Legion hall. Supper will be
at 6 o’clock. Take prizes. The
Auxiliary installation will be post
poned because of illness.

Bill Kenyon, Maine’s varsity bas
ketball coach, had a recurrence of
last year’s illness and was hospital
ized at the Eastern Maine General
Hospital Monday.
Bam Sezak,
Freshman coach, will take over the
varsity which opens against R. I.
State at Kingston, Thursday night.

Rev. H. I. Holt will toe guest
speaker at tomorrow’s meeting of
the Lions Club. Vice President
Harold1 Leach will preside in the
absence of King Lion Bob Greg
ory—“The Lions Tale” pays de
served praise to the pianist Duke
Annis and the song-leader How
ard Crockett.
Folks who walked dry-shod over
the city’s principal streets only a
few hours after the big storm
ceased Sunday morning promptly
doffed their hats to the Street De
partment, which threw a large
number of men into the breach,
and the snow disappeared like dew
under a Summer sun. Fully a
foot had fallen on the level, and
there were good-sized drifts in
many places, but noontime saw
Main street practically bare and
most of the roads in the residential
section were plowed good and wide.
The efficient handling of Main
street was made possible by the
insistence of City Marshal Fish
that idle cars should not be left
standing by the curbs, thus pre
venting the progress of the plows
and the shovelers.
It was a
splendid job the highway depart
ment did, -and those of. us who
have felt free to criticise in times
past, should not be dilatory about
commending what was done this
time.

The greatest misfortune of all is,
not to be bale to bear misfortune.
—Bias
Beano at the Elks every Friday
night
129-tf

Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland —
adv.
2-tf

DANCING

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Appreciated Thanks

For flying instruction see Charlie

Ambulance Service
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Drawn by eight white horses the Roekland & Rockport Lime Company’s float was a feature of one of Rockland's Old Home Weeks. On the
driver’s seat were Hazel Perry Black, Monira Crockett Pillsbury, and Lucy Crockett Humphrey. Photo loaned by E. H. Philbrick.

Had A Dry Start

But When the Bear Went
Over the Mountain, Oh,
Me! Oh, My!
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
That Rangeley trip of the Rock
land Military Band, referred to by
‘‘Poolem,” who no doubt was there,
was a corker. We were hired for
this job by Claremont Commandery,
K. T„ of Rockland. At that time
there were a few .members of the
RM.B. who never had to be really
forced to take a drink of beer and
once in a while perhaps something
of more potency. Consequently
when we started on that fine “Sepi tember Mom,” (not St. John's
Day) the boys were informed that a
formal signed contract forbade the
' drinking of any malt, vinous or
spirituous beverages until at least
the big parades at Farmington and
j Rangeley were concluded. For once
, the throats of the R. M. B. were td
I be parched, arid and dry.
With sad hearts we boarded the
train at the Maine Central Station.
Those were the days when enforced
prohibition was practically un
known. Was there any beer transportetd by cur hosts on that trip. A
practically unlimited supply was in
the buffet car cf the Rockland train
section. Also plenty soft drinks,
ginger ale, etc. This was perfectly
free in unlimited quantities to the
band. But a request for “beer” was
met thus: “No beer for the Band."
And things looked very, very
gloomy, and many a heart was sad.
Then came the stop at Bath,
where special cars, including an
other buffet car were added to the
train. In the Rockland buffet car,
the band boys were making use of
that good old trait Pt-iseverence
but “no beer for the band.’’ Very
socn this was. noticed by a splendid
fine, generous gentleman from the
Kennebec region, w’ho .diplomatical
ly winked at the poor chcking
member of the R.M.B. and led him
back to the oasis from Bath. This
little band boy did not drink all
the Bath beer, but confided to his
fellow tooters frem Rockland. From
then on cases of dry throats' were
few and cases of beer were fewer.
It was a two-day trip, and one
never to be forgotten. After the
principal exercises were over the
Rockland Masons managed to find
a little more beer for both them
selves, hosts and band members. In
fact there seemed to be no end to
beer, soda, lunch and cigars. When
the cigars were passed (several |
times) if less than a half dozen
were taken the angel with the
box seemed offended.
This was the famous "The Bear
Went Over the Mountain.” I can
not now recall all present on that
wonderful trip, but remember a
name or two so far not meniioned
by Iree Member. Charles Veazie,
leader of the old Rcckport Band
and his son. Charles L. Veazie, now
Registed of Prebate—both fine cor
net players at that time. Also tlie
late Sumner Waldron, trombonist
How well I remember the motor
boat trip from Rangeley to the
Pickford Camps where we spent'
the night of the first day and how
the sun certainly rose in the West ,
the next morning. Perhaps the
beer some of the boys drank tlie
first day affected me( but that
morning when I began to look for
the sun it certainly fooled me. I
have seen the Pickford Camps since
that time, but under different con
ditions. Things look different to a
man of 60-odd thafi to a boy in his
early 20's as I was then when The
Bear Went Over the Mountain to
See What He Could See. and on
that occasion he certainly saw
plenty.
A. Jay See
Union, Jan. 4.

ADDING
MACHINE
RENTALS
$130 Week

$5.00 Month
ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER CO.
71 Park St..
Rockland
Tel. 297-W

With Our Soldiers

How They Are Faring At
Ft. McKinley As Told By
Our Staff Correspondent
Fort McKinley, Jan. 2.
•The Government boat service has
changed its schedule. Tlie boats
now leave Portland Pier (week days)
at 7.05 and 11.15 in the morning. In
the afternoon it leaves Portland at
430. Saturdays an extra boat
leaves Portland at 5 o’clock in the
afternoon. Sundays there are on.y
two Government boats to Fort Mc
Kinley. The morning boat leaves
Portland at 8 40, the afternoon boat
at 5.30. Boy, that’s a puzzle and a
half!
Maurice F-f-fossett wishes that
the boys wouldn't get married so
close in succession. “Those cigars.
Ugh!”
We all knew that “Hap” Smalley
was tough, but we never thought
that he would eat glass.
Neil Libby, one of the outstanding
members of the Battery’s G.P.F.
Club came to the Fort New Year’s
Day to spend the remainder of his
vacation with Sgt. and Mrs. Fred
Libby.
We were rudely awakened at 12
o’clock New Year’s Eve by Barton
and Scott, and told that il was
time to change calendars. Thanks,
boys, but I didn't appreciate hav
ing my slumber disturbed.
Francis Small has mere trouble
with his letters. It takes him at
least an hour to write one.
Merrill Clark takes so much pride
in “his” fire station that he even
spreads paper on the floor to keep
it clean.
The prihe of Battery E, SgtJacobson, was Sergeant of the Guard
Thursday night and you should have
seen all the water he drew. He
even slept in the barracks.
When “Pete” Proctor writes n
letter it’s news. And when he does
it's a book, at least eight closely
written pages.
“Ponsy” Daniello is thinking about
changing his name because the pa
per boy just can’t spell it right. It's
everything* from Daniels to Delmar.
Egg-nog was served for supper
the other night. Everybody but
"Barney” Brann liked it, but every
body can’t be pleased.
Ray Dawson has finally had hfs

chance to cook for the Battery.
Hoyt is home on pass and our sec
ond cook, Fred Conway, is at the
hopital. We hear that he is going
to have his tonsils yanked out.
Bill Young brought some music
to the Fort the other night. Now
Cameron. “Guernsey,” Young, “Pete”
Proctor land quite a few others have
been giving off a musical at
mosphere.
We haven’t heard much about* the
Home Guards lately—where are
they?
Most of the boys seem to have
had a very sleepless holiday. I
notice that they hit the hay early,
but don’t they hate to get up!
Paul Barton is so fussy about his
coffee that he has the cook prepare
his special—Chase ’n Sanborn.
Sgt. Ulmer’s wife and I are in
clined to agree that Warren is a
wee bit color blind. Really, you
should see his room.
Happy New Year.
Stewart M. Pollard.
Officially censored by Capt. Moore
Greenwood, the Intelligence Officer.
Aurora Lodge, FA..M. has elec
ted these officers: W. M. Roland
Rackliff; S. W„ Lloyd Daniels; J.
W„ Leland Drinkwater; treasurer,
Ralph U. Clark; secretary, Milton
M. Griffin; S. D„ Wilbur Fogg; J.
D., Roy Danielson.

John Dunstan Writes

Former Rockland Pastor
Tells How Christmas Was
Observed In Honolulu
Rev. John Dunstan, former pas
tor of Pratt Memorial M. E. Church,
and now associate minister of the
Central Union Church in Honolulu,
writes to The Courier-Gazette to
express his appreciation of the let
ter written for this paper, by Mrs.
Arlettie Smalley Good of Camden,
descriptive of his new field of labor.
“Christmas in Honolulu has been
a unique experience,” writes Mr
Dunston. “Christmas trees brought
from the mainland were everywhere,
a small limb would be 75 cents, tne
smallest tree I saw was priced at
$1.50. The poinsettia plant is the
real Christmas plant and it is every
where: around our house there are
a number in full bloom. The streets
were abundantly lighted. The most
picturesque scene was outside the
Shriners Hospital for children.
There are four trees in front about
30 feet high and lights were inter
woven among the limbs Irom top to
bottom; in front of the trees were
four beautiful silver bronzed rein
deer placed in a prancing position,
pulling a chariot. Facing these were
footlights that made the scene
gorgeous.
“The churches had excellent pro
grams; last night I went to a" Jap
anese Christmas service. There
were fully 300 present, young and
old. The first part of the program
was by the children, giving the story
of Christmas in good style. The
Wise Men and the Shepherds were
all present and represented by the
Japanese children in good form. All
except one portion of Scripture was
given in English.
“The second part of the program
was the story of King Arthur and
the Holy Grail, and all the charac
ters were done by the young men
and women of the church in English.
“The Japanese are great for fire
crackers at Christmas time and I
am told that the Chinese make more
noise on New Year's Eve.
“It has been a wonderful experi
ence, and it seems that life for us
has begun at 60.”

After the color ceremony at the
Sea Scout meeting Wednesday
night, some time was given to
signaling preparations, training
for the Emergency Service Corps.
Blinker and dot-n-dash method of
Morse were used—being sent by
a Thomaston amateur “ham” re
cently of the Thomaston Boy
Scout troop. Semaphore signaling,
however, will not be discarded for
several Scouts prefer this method
and will continue practice on it.
Signaling has proven its value in
emergencies; thus it is an im
perative part of Scout training.
Roland Hayes was voted in as a
new member of Crew II, under the
leadership of Milton Robarts. Rich
ard Spear has volunteered to join
Crew I in the hope of building
that Crew up to its former
strength. Associate Member Ed
ward Williamson attended during
his vacation from U. of M. It was
At the meeting of the Junior
decided during the business meet
ing to visit the Episcopal Church Y.P.C.U. Sunday, it wa.s voted to
on Scout Sunday during February. hold a candy sale at the Circle sup
per Wednesday night. Plans were
made for visitors evening, and de
votional exercises were led by Miss
Florence Knight.
The Monday Niters were enter
tained last night at the home of
Mrs. Austin Huntley. Prizes werp
awarded to Mrs. O. B. Brown. Mrs.
John Mills. Mrs. William Hooper
and Mrs. Fred Vinal, Mrs. Forest
Hatch, receiving consolation and
Mrs. Mildred Achorn the travel
prize. Next week’s meeting will
be with Mrs. Achorn.

Elk’s Beano Friday night. $5 door
prize drawn each time.
3-4

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

315-319 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

What is your “After

Christmas” price
for a suit?
Don't tell us ... we know . . .
we’ve been in this men’s business
for years and we know how
“broke” a fellow can feel right
after Christmas.
That's the “why” of these low
prices on the suits you can use
and what we must sell.

We have repriced all suits and
overcoats in broken lots and you
can save from $3.00 to $5.00 on
each garment.

SUITS
from $16.75 to $29.75
OVERCOATS
$20.75 to $29.75

Special This Week

THE MARX BROTHERS

MACKINAWS
$6.95, $9,95

THURS.-FRI., JAN. 9-10

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

/

$10.00 and $12.00

“GO WEST”

Every lamp in our huge stock included
Every Type and Style

( •

TUES.-WED., JAN. 7-8
In

DISCOUNT ON LAMPS

The New Year’s Union Service of
the W.C.T.U. will be held Friday
night at 7.30 o’clock in the Metho
dist church vestry. Members and
friends of the local parishioners
and surrounding towns are invited
to attend. There will be a discus
sion of subjects vital to the inter
est and welfare of all citizens.

CAROLE LOMBARD
CHARLES LAUGHTON
In

“THEY KNEW WHAT
THEY WANTED”
From the stage play by
Sidney Howard

Boys’ Heavy Woo,
JACKETS
$1.95

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294

Coining: “No! No! Nanette,"
“Chad Hanna.”

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
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BODIES ARE WIDER THIS YEAR

Summers In Warren

SOUTH THOMASTON

Maynard Porter and daughter
Mrs. Gordon Simmons and two
WALDOBORO
Barbara of Brooklyn, N Y... called
daughters visited Thursday with
Mrs.’Marqaret Spear Will
recently on his uncle Jonathan
Mrs. Simmons' parents in Rock
KERB LOUISE MILLER
Norton and ether relatives here.
Serve In Bay State
Ott*?'
land.
,'
•X * • . ■ •' ■*. /*■* *. x • .* ••/sc-*
V.V. .-.
Co rrespondeot
Mis. Helen Rackliffe and son
Legislature
Mrs. Eugenia Godfrey has re
ft Aft A
Fiovd
had as guests Sunday at a
turned home from Knox Hospital
A proud husband and two equally
Tel. 27
turkey
dinner, Mr. and Mrs. Clar
where she was a surgical patient
_______------------- M
proud
sons
will
be
among
the
spec

ence
Rackliffe
and children of
for three weeks
Mrs. Charles Robertson visited
Rcckland,
Harold
Harlow and Eu
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allard, tators at the ceremonv in the State
Boston recently and on return daughter Marie and son Theodore | House _when Representative Margene Harrington
home was accompanied by Mr. garet
L.
Spear
takes
the
oath
of
Fifteen young members of the
were supper guests New Years of (
Robertson.
office
as
Newton's
first
woman
legis

Christian
Youth Association went
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kerswell at |
Mrs. Nicholas De Patsy and in their home in St. George.
lator (or shall we say legislatress?)
frem house to house Christmas eve
fant daughter returned home SunFor while Mrs. Spear's career to
singing carols, which added much
Mrs. Bertha Hanley, Miss Ethel
day from the Little Nursing Home.
date
has
been
full
of
effective
ac

to the enjoyment of the hclidaj’
Holbrook and Lavon B. Godfrey J
Lawrence T. Weston returned j
tivity
in
women's
club
work,
social
season
and served as a special pleas
visited Sunday with Mrs. Hanley's
Sunday from a business trip to brother Mr. Dunham in Belfast.
service and local-politics, her hus
ure to the sick and elderly who are
band. Ellis Spear. Jr., a Boston
Boston.
unable to attend church.
Robert Waterman has returned
Mrs. Alfred Storer and Miss to M C I.'in Pittsfield after spend lawyer, and their sons. Ellis Spear.
A holiday program was given re
3d, and Abbott Spear, will attest to
Priscilla Storer visited Saturday in
cently
at the church, consisting of
ing the holiday vacation with his
the fact that she has been equally
Portland.
carols,
recitations, playlets, and
parents Mi. and Mrs. Harry Water
successful as a homemaker.
Telephones have been installed man.
Scripture reading.
Participants
Although
she
has
never
held
pub

in the homes of Miss Agnes Cream
te
were:
Miss
Hazel
Lane,
Ada Bra
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Carr v’silic office before. Airs. Spear is con
er and Mrs. Lillian Vose.
zier,
Earl
Rackliff.
Helen
Copeland,
. „
ted Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. C.
fident that her background has fit
Jasper Stahl, Registrar of the £
r
Sara Dennison. Catherine Dennison
Hill
School,
Pottstown,
Pa., ‘
ted her to undertake the task which
Constance
Davis, Joseps Baum, i
Forrest Cheney of White Head
filX
returned Monday to his duties at Coast Gua.’i crew went Thursday is before her She feels that her
Harold Wiggin, Everett Baum. Ed- '
te'
experience in community affairs
the school after passing the holi
win Tyler (director of playlet),
to the Marine Hospital in Port
will
stand
her
in
good
stead.
days at his home here.
Marjorie Wiggin, Joan Baum,
land.
She has served as president cf
Capt. Ralph Pollard, A. D Gray.
Elsie
Ncrton, Eugene Wiggin,
te
Mrs. Floyd Singer of Manana
the Newton Federation of Wom
Howard Kimball. Frank Pitcher,
Ralph
Cline,
Jr.,
Clayton
Dennison,
,,
— j
u xxai Fog Signal Station is visiting her
en’s Clubs and of the Newton Center
N. O. Sliders, Floyd Wotton, OUs . motl)er M] s pr(.d
Robert Graves, Richard Brow
Give passing traffic a wide berth.
Woman's Club, director of the Fam
Ellis, Floyd Benner and Thomas S.
Oliver Hamlin, Betty Long, Lucy
JUST RECEIVED THIS NEW SHIPMENT
I
ily Welfare Bureau, the Community
Richards were guests recently of
Rackliffe, and Mrs. Ermine Tyler,
Elliot.
Two
tables
were
in
play,
and
Chest and the Mothers’ Rest Asso
Meduncook
Lodge
F.A.M.1 in HOPE
Mrs. Lura Starrett was the one sub pianist. The C.Y.A. held an inter
Forest Thomas and family were ciation and secretary of the All New
Five Piece Luncheon Sets,
$1.00 to $1.50
WARREN
Friendship and witnessed work on
esting meeting in the evening dur
stitute.
two candidates in the Master guests last weekend of Mr. and ton Music School.
ing
which
Mrs.
Kenneth
Cassens
« « ««
E A. Starrett Auxiliary will meet
Buffet and Vanity Sets,
-89
Mrs. A. P. Allen.
Then, too, she believes that the
Mason degree.
Wednesday,
with Mrs. Iza Teague, gave a pleasing talk and sang
ALENA
L.
STARRETT
Mrs. Emelie Hobbs spent Mon feminine viewpoint is of great
The Baptist Missionary Society
Scarfs,
-39 to .59 a
chairman of the dinner committee. Christmas carols, also directed in- j j
Correspondent
day
with
her
sister
Miss
Edna
Payvalue
in
turning
out
legislation.
will hold a food sale Friday a/t 3
xs zx
The men will serve the supper spiring congregational singing.
.49
Aprons,
son of Rockand.
•The naturally idealistic outlook
p. m at Willis Crowell’s store.
Friday
preceding
the meeting of Orrin J. Pierre
Tel
4©
Tlie Thimble Club met Thurs of a woman is particularly importMiss Eleanor Miller returned
.39
Towels,
Crescent Temple, P S
Orrin J. Pierce, whose death oc
day
witii Mrs. Ellen Ludwig. Work ’ ant in the field of education, public
Sunday to her studies at Lasell
Officers elected at the stated curred Sunday was the son of John
This ccmmittee from the Congre
Pillow Cases,
pair, .59 and $1.00
Junior College, Auburndale, Mass. of the afternoon was in charge of health and social service,” she demeeting Friday of Ivy Chapter, and Sarah (Dean) Pierce and a
gational
Ladies
’
Circle
will
serve
the
Mrs. Hazel Miller went Saturday Mrs. Ralph Brown chairman of i clared. Nevertheless, she has r.o
hank .39 fa
Wondersheen Crochet Cotton,
OES.. are: Worthy matron, Mrs. lifelong resident of this place. He
to Cincinnati, Ohio where she will hie apron table at tlie Summer illusions about the magnitude of the public supper Thursday: Mrs. Eve
lyn Robinson. Mrs. Flora Peabody. Edna White; worthy patron, Al was born Jan. 27, 1862
visit for two weeks. During her fairtask she is about to under ake.
Mrs.
Olive Boggs and Mrs. Carrie bert White: associate matron, Mrs.
In his young manhood he learned
Installation of officers of Hope
“j know it is a tough job, but I
absence Mrs. Carroll French is
Wyllie. Members will elect officers Helen Maxey; associate patron, the paving cutter s trade and whih
j Grange will be held Monday. J. I mean to study and make good at
employed at the home.
in the afternoon. The nominating George Walker; secretary, Mrs. working in Vinalhaven he met and
Wayne Pinkham of Nobleboro Herbert Gould of Camden will be it,” she promised. “I have always
committee is Mrs. William Barrett, Laura Starrett; treasurer, Miss was married to Mrs. Ella C. Vinal. i In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
has been guest several days of his installing officer. Supper which is in wanted to devote my efforts to pubMrs. Willis Vinal and Mrs. Donald Tena McCallum; conductress, Mrs. Forty years ago he returned to the :__ _______________
grandmother, Mrs. Lila Lovejoy, j charge of Mrs. Florence Alien will ' jic service of that kind.”
A tan and white collie dog lo •
Mathews. The annual meeting of Mildred Gammon; associate con home farm where he and his wife
Advertisement* in this column no, since
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston be served at 6.
she WOn the Republican nominaFriday morning Nuine
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ductress,
Miss
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finance
tlie Congregational Church and
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25
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three
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parish was adjourned to next Sat ccmmittee, Mrs. Edna White, Al years.
ditional lines five cents each for on» ______________________________________ 2-4
dinner Sunday night in honor of but will be confined to his bed for 5th Middlesex district in the pritime, 10 cents for three times. Five
urday and will be held in the eve bert White and William H. Robin
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He established a milk route in small words to a line
mary and at the Nov. 5 election she
Mr. Weston’s birthday.
Those some time.
c lored case found ln Bept on South
ning, the church meeting at 7 and son. Installation will be Jan. 17, Rockland where he made a large
Thomaston Rd. Call at "C.-O." office
Word has been received from had no Democratic opponent.
bidden were Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
the combined church and parish and members of St. George Lodge circle of friends. Since failing ,
_____________________________________ 2-4
Grover, Mr. and Mrs. Harlan West, Mrs. Nancy Brown that she is enMrs. Spear is no newcomer to meeting at 8
and their families are invited.
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tending school.
Sherman Stanley attends a school
Walter Staples returned Monday in Friendship.
to Springfield, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. William Farrell
Installation cf officers cf De- have returned to their home in
Valols Commandery, KT., was Held | Troy. N. Y. Recently married, they
Friday night with Past Commander i spent Christmas vacation on the
Edgar H. Bradstreet as installing island. Mr. Farrell owns a cot
officer, assisted by PaM Command tage at Dead Man’s Cove. Mrs.
er Oscar C. Lane as grand marshal. Farrell is the daughter of Mrs.
Tiie officers are: Commander,' O. Angeline Nunan, owner of the
V Drew; generalissimo, Jleorge Island Inn.
Strachan; Capt. General, Leroy
Capt. Earl Field. Sr., made his
Ames; senior warden, Fernald weekly trip to Boothbay Harbor
Ames; junior warden, Percy A in the lobster smack Gull. Capt.
White; prelate, Oscar C. Lane; Field is buyer for the Higgins firm
treasurer, Albert E Carver; record in that town.
er, Charles L. Boman; standard
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Winters have
bearer, George A Lawry; sword j returned to New York after spend
bearer, James E. Snow; warder, A. ing a few days cn the island inA Peterson; finance committee, O j specting their new cottage. Mr.
V Drew, George Strachan, Leroy Winters, noted artist has just
Ames; sent.nel Eugene M. Hall; bought the "Jean Brown" cottage.
guards, Freeman L. Roberts, L. W.
Natalie Orne and Virginia Rich
I.ane, Irving Fifield. The cere ardson enjoying the holiday vaca
monies were preceded by a turkey tion return to their duties Satur
supper at Kent's restaurant.
day. Thomas Orne will drive his
sister Natalie to Boston where she
David It. Young
David B Young died at tiie home lias been employed for the Win
;f His son Dec. 31. Deceased, was ter. Miss Richardson is returning
xjrn at Matinieus, son of John and to Portland where she will con
Sarah J (Marshall) Young. Mr. tinue her training as beauty op
1 Young had been a resident of this erator.
Henry Stanley passed the week
I town about 40 years.
His wife died several years ago end on the mainland.
Harry Richardson of Rockland,
j and he is survived b.v a daughter
is
visiting his grandparents Mr.
j Mrs. Lillian Risteen, a son Harry
] Yeung; three grandchildren, Mrs. and Mrs. Ernest Wincapaw. The
j Pthelyn Carlson
Arey, Carleen latter is spending a few days at
Young, Fernald Young; and one the home of his daughter, Mrs.
preat grandson, Bruce Arey—all of Francis Richardson of Rockland.
Maurice Davis, son of Capt. and
this town.
Mrs.
Leslie Davis returned Satur
Funeral services were held Tliursday
to
his studies at Gorham Nor
1 ay at the Headiey Funeral Heme.
1 -lev. Kenneth Cock, pastor cf mal School.
Raymond Rrmick visited island
| Jn.on Church officiated. There
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Remirk and
were beautiful floral offerings. Inlerment was in the family lot in son celebrated Christmas in their
■Ocean View Cemetery. The bearers new cottage “Fort Remiek.-’ They
jwere Robert Georgeson, Pearl Cal- were guests of Miss Elva Brackett,
lerwood, Benjamin Patrick and also Walt Wandeil of New York.
The Remicks returned to their
Crnest Clayter.
home in Cape Elizabeth.
Capt. Earl Starrett made a
■SWANS ISLAND
special trip to the island Friday
Llnnie Stanley was hostess Wed- in the Nereid. Dwight Stanley re
lesday at a dinner party given in turned with the Captain to Thom
observance of the birthday of aston, where he will visit Russell
.uella Savage.
Davis, the later having conducted
John Kent is in ill health. His the funeral arrangements for the
laughter, Mrs. Frank Lyddie of late Calvin V. Davis of this town.
dockland is assisting in caring for
Calvin V. Davis
lim.
Calvin V. Davis. 85. died Jan. 1
Mrs. Nellie (Kent) Ranquist and
at
the Lincoln Memorial Hospital.
Infant son returned Wednesday
Damariscotta.
Funeral
services
rom the home of Mrs. Margaret
were
conducted
in
the
Community
lutchins in Stonington.
The Methodist Ladies Aid met Church, Friday, Rev. J. Charles
Thursday afternoon with Nina MacDonald, pastor of the First
ague.
A belated Christmas Baptist Church. Rockland officiat
tree was in order and members ing.
Relatives and friends mourned
exchanged gifts. The sum o£ $7.38
yas realized from a cooked food the passing of this 34-year-resident of the island. The beautiful
isle.

t

• X- -.M. ■ > I 2R11M! .J.

floral tributes expressed better
than words, the friendship for this
relative ar.d friend.
This tribute was penned by a
friend of the deceased:
"With death a daily occurrence—
especially on the war-torn battle
fields of Europe—one looks upon
the departure of a person as just
another death. We cut here on
this little island do rot feel that
way. Even though net related, it
is a dear friend that we are losing.
"The procession followed the
winding read through the villa*.-.,
to the little hillside cemetery; now
and then a snowflake fluttered to
earih. The island is covered with
r.ew fallen sncw, as if a white robe
had been tos'ed temporarily over
the Island to soften the harshness
for a few shert moments. Even
though it is another death, it is
different.
"Excerpts frcm the sermon en
tered my thoughts. Tf a man die
shall he live again?' Death brir-gs
us closer to the seriousness of life,
and the future. We have said
good-bye to a friend; we shall miss
his cheerful ‘hello!’ Many enjoyed
his humor. Weary and tired he
has entered a long and peaceful
sleep."

, . ,

Secretary.
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PLANT GROWTH IN EGYPT BEING
SPARSE, IT 15 A CUSTOM TO TRANSPORT
HIVES OF HONEY BEES IN B0A1510
VARIOUS FLOWERING SPOTS
ALONG THE NILE.ff?

A RECIPE FOR ENGLISH STILTON
CHEESE APPEARED IN COUNTRY HOUSE-1
WIFE ANO LADY’S DIRECTOR, PUBLISHED I
IN 1736. THE CHEESE IS, HOWEVER,
BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN KNOWN
BEFORE THIS DATE.
WAVBf IFl’DCff
PICKU0-

CHEESf
PER CAPITA
6 LBS.

CHEESE IN THE UNITED STATES
A FAMOUS GOURMET ONCE DESCRIBED
WAS ALMOST SIX POUNDS IN 1938- CUCUMBERS AS A VEGETABLE 'COLD

STONINGTON
Mrs. George Moulton of Swan's
Island is visiting her mother Mrs.
Lizzie Hamiblen.
Mrs. Stuart Masterton of Red
stone and Mrs. Charles Randlett
of Concord are visiting their hus
bands here.
’Sirs. Lillian Parker is guest cf
her granddaughter in Rockland.
Mrs"~Linnie Billings has closed
her drug store for the Winter in
order to take a much needed vaca
tion.
Harry Carle has returned from
a visit to Camden.
Mrs. Matie Spaulding of Thom
aston is visiting the Robert Spauld
ings at Tea Hill.
Mrs. Sadie Robbins has returned
from a visit with her sister Mrs.
Nora Eaton
Mrs. Josie Sellers was home from
Brewer at Christmas.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Knight and
June Knight have returned from
a visit to friends in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Parkhurst
and daughter Joyce returned Sat
urday to Unity.
Mrs. Linwood Williams is home
from the hospital.
Mrs. Mildred Allen has returned
to Bangor after passing the holi
days here.
The following joined the Con
gregational Church last Sunday,
some transferring from other
churches: Mrs. Annie Goodrich,
Miss Mary Goodrich. Mrs. Colista
Sawyer. Frank Allen. Merril Allen,
William Goodrich, Walter Gray.
Walter Snow. James Warren and
the pastor Paul Syster.
Capt. Robert Deton Hutchinson
of Stonington was killed Friday
forencon when he became en
tangled in the winch on the
schconer "Helen B" while scallop
dragging in the bay. With him at
the time of the accident were Capt.
George Billings, Kimball Shephard
and Elmer Billings. Capt. Hutch
inson was about 55 years cf age.
He was an efficient and popular
skipper, and commanded at vari-

AN ALL-TIME HIGH FOR THIS COUNTRY.

THIS IS AN INCREASE OF ABOUT
100/ SINCE 1918.

TO THE THIRD DEGREE.” HENCE THE

PHRASE,"COOL AS A CUCUMBER."

Famous COURfYIETSOF HlSTORV
/tf«CH0V(£5.«
THE COOK Of NICOMEDES.KING Of THE
08 I’M A
NINNY! .
BABYLONIANS, COULD CONVERT TURNIP,
(RtftUNCLIO
TOC a
.
'
DRESSED WITH OIL, SALT, POPPY SEED k ' VHRItr THOU MMvimn■
AND OTHER SEASONINGS INTOAFAIRC, 5AID’ST IT,SIRfJ!

SEMBLANCE OF ANCHOVIES fOR HIS ROYAL MASTER.

WASHINGTON
Dr. S. C. Pierpont who has been
the only practicing physician in
town for the past 40 years and who
met with a severe accident when
he fell Dec. 15. 1939, tiie result of
which confined him to his bed for
four months, then for six months
to a wheel chair, has so far recov
ered as to be able to attend to his
office practice although unable to
go on the road. The doctor who is
past 80 and during! his practice
attended Jiundreds of patients has
since leaving his bed in May 1910
attended patients frcm 20 towns and
five cities with the aid which lie
has had frcm Mrs. Pierpont who is
in ill health.
A branch of the National Red
Cross has been organized here with
these officers, committees and
members: Chairman, Marcia H
Sanborn; secretary. Lurlie Davis;
treasurer, Mildred Turner; pub
licity committee, Clara Overlcck:
work committee, Gertrude Ludwig,
chairman, Ida Hatch, Clara Over
lock, Inez Cunningham, Addie
Stover, members: Mesdames Louise
Ames, Ruth Boynton, Abbie Cream
er, Nellie Crooker, Inez Cunning
ham, Ida Hatch, Maude Howard.
Jennie Humes, Nellie Lincoln,
Gertrude Ludwig, Clara Overlcck,
Edith Overlook. Lettie Prescott,

ous times the schooner "Annie gnd
Reuben,” R. K Barter's “Novelty”
and a number of yachts.

Marcia Sanborn, Nancy Simmons
Hannali Staples, Addie Stover, Mil
dred Turner, Addie Vannah, Alice
Ware, Luetta Weaver, Misses Mary
Utecht, Mildred Merrifield. Lurlie
Davis, Murdick Cramer, E C
Jones, H. B. Kaler, W. M. Prescott
B. R. Sidelinger, Merle Sidelinger
L. H. Stevens, Oscar Smith, Mahlon
Turner. Donations were received
from John Howes and Mrs. Agnes
Peabcdy. Anyone wishing to join
may contact Marcia Sanborn or
Mildred Turner and any one desir
ing werk may procure it by getting
in touch with any member of the
werk committee.
Evening Star Grange met Thurs
day with a goed attendance. Plans
were made for installatation Jan.
18. Pioneer Grange, East Union
wiil be guests and James E. Dor
nan will be the installing officer
Members net solicited are requested
to take pastry.

SOUTH WARREN
Members of Good Will Grange
are sponsoring a benefit dance at
their hall Wednesday, the proceeds
to be used for a worthy cause.
A misdemeanor in one state may
be an indictable feloney in an
other, according to the paw of
the particular state.

Subscribe tz> The Courier-Oazett*

neath tropical skies

How to cut the cost of

Heating Your Home

himney

loss is identified as

such because it is the loss of
Cheat
up the chimney. Little at

tention is paid to it because it is
in the form of heated gas which
is impossible to see. This chim
ney loss amounts to from 10 to
20 per cent and sometimes more
in inefficient furnace operation
and is usually in
dicated by an over
heated smokepipe.
Here are some of
the causes of and «
remedies for chim
ney loss: No Turn
Damper — Without
this baffle in the
Section*! View
smoke pipe, the
Turn Damper in
heated gases do not
stay long enough
inside the- furnace
to give up their heat and a? a
result they flow up into the
chimney.

To Depositors

in s Island. Me., Dec. 30th, 1940

Imminence of Hurricane
Didn’t Worry the G.H.R.’s,
Graduates of Five
Typhoons

4** cFJ-

dlVdlto l|OU

Chimney Loss

SKCVRITV TRUST CO.

S O STOCKBRIDGE.

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

„tS5

' '>v ' ;

A'ORK WONDERS

ANNUAL MEETING
annual meeting of the Stockrs of Swan's Island Tel Ar Tel.
vlll be held at the office of N T.
. q.u» Tuesday Jan 14. 1941 at

kUU

AMERICA’S HOMI HEATING EXPERT

R-GAZETTE WANT ADM

3-5

<FOOD FACTS «»■ FOIBLES
UM

I,

j: Natlonal cash register for
[Perfert condition C E MORSE
aln St.
1-3
modern white enamel gas stove
le, good as new also dinette set.
In for quick sale 48 Talbot Ave .
78J_3____________ ______________1-tf
1 wooq per ..sit. ntted jl 50.
»1 40; long, tl 30 M B At C O.
’ Tel_487___________________ 1 tf
IIC.H Valley stove and nut coal
ale |14 50; Pocahontas lumpy
19 (Vted dry hard wood, tl 50 ft
PAULSEN, Tel. Thomaston 62
_____________________________ 1-tf
H hara coal. egg. stove un
|Per ton del Household soft coal
ton del Nut size New River soft,
reened tq ton del ; screened. 410
el
M B At C. O. PERRY. SIP
St . Tel. 487
1-tf

Illgs and Christmas Club De
- who are entitled to dividends
tve not yet presented their books
ayment. are urged to do so at
Order may Issue at anv time,
tit further notice, for the Reto transfer the distribution
to some State agency, and when
s do:.- depositors may be ret to go to substantially greater
le and expense to prove their
' and obtain payment
ent books
personally or by
to Knox County Trust Co. at
w! ere original Security Trust
ccount was carried
bunk books are lost, destroyed
slam report this fact immediateorder that arrangements may
ade for t-suance of new book
ENSION OTIS. Receiver.

Down In St. Pete

PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF

_________________ 2’4

Final Notice
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Turn Damper Located in Wrong

place—if the turn damper is

First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
gooJ first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instandy by the appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
three lines of black type on a government stamped
envelope, or a “private” envelope with ah attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some “corner card” ideas. We may he
able to save you some money, too.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

.. Miami await* you I Bask in the
sunshine of golden days and the
cooling breeze* of starry nights.
A COMPLETE vacation is yours
— at El Comodoro Hotel, easily
accessible to all activities. Rates
are from $2.50 single to $4.00
double. Attractive season rates.
250 newly redecorated rooms
with bath Our air-cooled coffee
shop is famous for its fine,
moderately priced food Popular
Cocktail Lounge

located on the chimney side of
the check damper, it is automat
ically open too wide. Always
place the turn damper on the
boiler side.
Cracks Around Doors — Loose
fitting or warped doors will pull
cold air into the furnace, dilut
ing the hot gases.
All doors should fit
tightly.
Size of Coal Too
Large — Too large
a size of coal forms
too large air spaces
between the coal
particles. The air
Side View
used for combus
Smoke Pipe
tion rushes through
too rapidly, carry
ing useful heat
a vay with it.
Fuel Beds Too Thin—Thin fuel
beds permit the air to pass
th; ough too quickly, wiping away
heat as it does so.
(14)

Vader Pereoaal Direction
JOSEPH H ADAMS. MANAGER

HIST STIRT AT See OND AVt

lortM

THI

VIAS

iouno

SPECIAL OFFER!
For a Limited Time Only

500 Sheets 8^x11
t

Enjoy an extra

Yellow Second

Sheets
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
ness—for school—for typewriter.

Substitute Florida summer (or Northern winter—
go the Greyhound way and save enough for extra
fun in the South! Inquire about time-saving
schedules—choice of routes—Expense Pa.d Tours!
Sample Round-Trip Farts
MIAMI, $22.05
ST. PETERSBURG, $20.95
SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 Main St.
Tel. 6I6-W

GREYHOUND

Only 40c
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
We Do Not Break Packages

Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. ML, over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC. Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

St. Petersburg was threatened
House Beautiful for January has third teaspoon salt, *« teaspoon
with a hurricane this week. The a most helpful article by H len paprika.
Heat fat in frying pan, add
thunder rolled and the lightning ’-'an Pelt Wilron on taking ca e of
flashed and the water ran two feet the plants we hcpe you received onions and pepper to simmer five
minutes.
Stir constantly.
Add
deep over the gulf beach roads.
as Christmas gifts. As she says, other ingredients, combined, and
The lights on the outdoor Christ
mas trees blew down and we got •’Scmething about your hospitality cook slcwly and stir constantly un
a free newspaper Friday night be may so affront the Christmas til creamy. Serve immediately.
Indian Tapioca Pudding—Onccause the sun hadn’t shone all day. Cherry tiiat it drops Its fruit in a
thlrd
cup quick-cooking tapicca, '«
A few people were apprehensive protesting cannonade every time
cup
cornmeal,
1 quart milk, scald
of a real storm but not my family.
you go near it” and that Is discon ed, 1 cup Brer Rabbit Molasses, l.
We were so unimpressed with im
certing. We’ve jotted down briefly teaspoon salt, 2 tablespoons butter,
minent catastrophe, we played
seme of her directions because you 14 cups milk.
bridge through the worst of the
always ask so many questions
Combine tapioca and cornmeal
squall with the front doors wide
along this line at this time, but do and sprinkle into the scalded
open to the weather and a fire
read the article.
milk. Stir and ccok until the
burning in our little saltbox stove.
The poinsettia will endure a tem tapicca becomes transparent, then
The members of this family are
perature of 70 but does better at add the molasses, salt and butter
graduates cf five typhoons inside
65. and avcid drafts and a Chill or ■ which have been stirred together.
of seven days afloat in the middle
too strong sunlight for this tropical Pour into a buttered baking dish.
of the China Sea, and nothing
child. A pebble-fiiled saucer witli 1 add cold milk without stirring.
Florida can threaten scares us.
a constant supply of water in the Bake in a moderate oven <350 de
Our diplomas read that on one
lower depths helps.
grees F) about one hour. Serve
occasion
we
slept
peacefully
Sir Cyclamen wants the coolest cold with whipped cream. Makes
through a flight when the wind
blew the roof off the building possible home too, and water in one quart pudding.
the saucer of pebbles it rests on,
MENU
where we lay and we awoke only
plus cool nights. A single morning
Breakfast
when the roof of the building
of drought may ruin it forever. A Kemp’s Sun Rayed Tomato Juice
next door sailed over and smashed
Toasted Bacon Roll
through the windows of our bed cupful of liquid plant food every
other
week
keeps
blooms
coming,
'Kumquat
Marmalade
room. Then we went downstairs
and a sprinkle of camphor flakes
Coffee
and sat around for two days in
in the saucer under the pot checks
Lunch
our pajamas waiting for the wind
mites. Only two hours of direct
•Creole
Eggs
to weaken enough to enable us to
sun daily for the cyclamen.
Melba
Toast
get the front door open. When we
The begonia likes a water mat
Prune Orange Whip
did and the blinding rain thinned
underneath too, but no water
Tetley Tea
cut so we could see across the river
standing
in
the saucer, and two to
Dinner
which was once a street, there was
three
hcurs
of
morning
sun
are
Sliced Shoulder with
a million dollars worth of damage
best
here.
Azaleas
also
like
the
'Pineapple
Butterscotch Sauce
all about us and three big ships
temperature under 70 with nights
Baked Potatoes
on our front lawn.
Buttered Spinach
A few experiences like this, both at 45, and they need a great deal
•Indian Tapioca Pudding
by land and by sea, and it takes cf water, usually twirt a day. Once
Coffee
more than a tempest in a teapot to a week set the plant in a pail of
•Recipes given.
make us hunt our rubbers—or stop water to within an inch of the pot
'em either. Consequently we fin rim, and let it remain until enough
ished cur game, and Friday morn water is soaked up to make tiie
IN FREEDOM'S CAI SR
ing. although it was still raining, top soil damp Syringe the foliage
Referring to the plight of the
we set the table and had our lunch lor extra moisture.
latest victim of wanton aggression
There’s helpful information on among the nations of the world,
on the front porch watching a
which
varieties in house plants to Booth Tarkington, noted author, ex
road gang repair the damage to
choose
in this House Beautiful presses the thought of millions of
our driveway.
liberty-loving Americans when he
This morning Florida is more article too. Oh yes. and there’s declares that “the burning indigna
like Florida. The sun is out again, the most complete article on re tion of the world should not burn
itself out in mere words of sympa
the streets and sidewalks are all finishing furniture in this January thy
for the Greeks.”
Issue
we
’
ve
seen
anywhere.
washed up, Christmas is over and
We have an opportunity to turn
It seems as if everyone is asking the words into action by responding
after the New Year's headache has
about
chiffon pies, and it’s inter to the Greek War Relief organiza
subsided and we get a new license
esting
to note that Knox is offer tion’s nationwide appeal for funds
on the car, there will be a long
to be sent to Greece to b? adminis
ing
a
brand-new
leaflet of recipes tered
vista cf balmy winter days stretch
there among the distressed
ing away before us in which we called “Easy as Pie”—a leaflet tell women and children and aged lcil
by the brutal assault of
can sit arcund in the sun and ing ycu how to make many kinds destitute
Mussolini’s forces, and also to suc
of
luscious
chiffon
pies,
and
in
ad

think of the grocery bill, and the
cor the wounded in the pitifully ou:income tax and the war in Europe dition seme delicious candy recipes. numbered but fiercely fighting army
and other such simple pleasures The leaflet is free, just say you of the embattled little homeland.
Only God knows the extent to
which help to pass the time down want it.
which the suffering will be increased
We
also
have
a
fine
illustrated
here.
by Hitler’s participation in the sav
Brer Rabbit recipe book for you age attack on historic, heroic Hellas
• • • •
Rcckland is lagging behind its and the G. Washington "Quick to whom civilization owes veritably
birthright.
usual quota of Winter visitors in ies’ booklet, the Nestle recipe bcok, itsValiant
aid to a valiant people who
and
in
addition
to
other
free
of

St. Pete this season and the local
dared to remain free by resisting the
newspapers no longer print the list fers. the generous four-bowl sample invader. It is urgently needed—now
of arrivals as they have in years of Maltex. To get these write to —at once. Let the amount of your
contribution be governed by the size
past. Nowadays if a Winter visitor Marjorie MilLs, Yankee Network, of your purse. Where local commit
wants to know who’s here from the Boston, Mass., or your own station. tees have not yet hern mi med, cheei.".
You may still send five box may b* sent direct to the Greek War
old home town he has to make a
Association, 730 Fifth Ave.,
special trip to the Chamber of fronts from Kre-mel Surprise, and Relief
New York, N. Y
Commerce building in order to find get the handsome big dripless syrup
out.
The dearth cf Canadian pitcher <a dollar and a quarter
visitors is notable also and one of value). Send your box fronts (and Odorless Hair Remover
these, who is reputed to be worth be sure they have the big brown
several million dollars, had diffi exclamation mark on them from Amazing new white
culty in getting enough money out the Kre-mel Surprise package) to coametic cream —
painleaa, economic
□f Canada to keep him here a Marjorie MilLs, Yankee Network, al,
easy and pleasant
Boston, or your own station. No to use. Not irritating
month.
to normal, healthy
As a matter of fact there are money required.
akin. NAIR removes
And
we
can
also
send
you
a
big
2000 people less here now than at
hair and fuzz cfoae
this time last year although Rock illustrated Kirkman catalogue which to skin. No bad odor
land sent Mrs. Ella Grimes down shows you the many, many pre — leaves akin aoft,
about a week ago to help make up miums you may get by saving clean, fragrant.
Try a tube a a ■ a
this deficiency. As far as we are Kirkman coupons.
NAIR
Prune Orange Whip—Two cups
concerned the other 1999 don't
pitted, cooked prunes, 'h cup
matter so much anyway.
orange marmalade, 2'i tablespoons j
G. H R.
lemon juice, *4 teaspoon salt, 3 egg
whites, l’/4 tablespoons sugar.
NORTH HAVEN
VINALHAVEN
Chop prunes fine and add mar
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lipovsky
& ROCKLAND
left recently for Akron, Ohio, to malade and lemon juice. Add salt
to egg whites and beat until
STEAMBOAT
CO.
visit Mrs. Lipovsky's sister Mrs.
ROCKLAND, ME.
frothy; add sugar and beat until |
Ruth Novick.
stiff. Fold egg jvhites into prune Service to:
Robert Patton of Hicksville. N.
mixture. Heap in sherbet glasses. Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
Y. who was guest of Mr. and Mrs.
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
Yield: Eight portions .
Harvey Calderwood has returned
Island and Frenchboro
Pineapple Butterscotch Saucehome.
One and one-half cups brown
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.
sugar, juice frcm large can pineTwenty-one percent of ’he meals ipple, 2 tablespoons butter, raisins
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
eaten by Americans are eaten out
(if desired).
A. M,
P. M.
side of homes.
Brcwn sugar lightly in heavy 5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
iron or aluminum pan. Add the 0.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
pineapple juice and butter and 7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
New Under-arm
Ar. 2.45
aisins if desired and simmer while $ 30 Lv. Vinalhaven.
Lv. 1.30
Cream Deodorant ham is baking. Serve hot and 9.30 Ar. Rockland,
119-tf
safely
slightly sticky on slices of baked
shoulder or ham.
Stops Perspiration smoked
Kumquat Marmalade — (For K.
G., Wellesley)—One dozen kum
quats, 1*4 cups water, *4 cup
orange pulp, diced, 2 tablespoons
lemon juice, granulated sugar.
Wash and slice kumquats very
thin, discarding seeds, cover with
U your flnt name Is one oi the
water and let stand for one hour,
hundred moat popular feminine
place in saucepan and bring to
1. Does not rot dresses, does
flnt
names on our list, you are for
boiling point. Simmer for abcut
not irritate skin.
tunate. That means you can have
30 minutes. Add orange and lemon
2. No waitingto dry.Canbeused
and continue cooking for another
right after shaving.
GENUINE ENGRAVED
3. Instantly stops perspiration
10 minutes. Measure cooked fruit
personal name stationery
for 1 ro 3 days. Removes odor
and add an equal quantity cf
at the lowest cost In his
from perspiration.
sugar. Boil gently until fruit is
4. Apare,white,greaseless,stain
tory. 25 sheets and 25
less vanishing cream.
clear and the sjrup sheets from
matching envelopes, only
5. Arrid has been awarded the
spoon. Turn into hot clean jars I
.......... -................. -01
Approval Seal of the American
and
let cool. Cover with paraffin.
Institute of Laundering for
Stop in and examine our now "400
Makes abcut IS cups.
being harmless to fabrics.
Line" of engraved stationery In
Creole Eggs — Fcur tablespoons
25 MILLION jars of Arrid
$1.00 boues.
have been sold. Try a jar today 1
bacon fat, 1 teaspoon mir.ceri
nions, 2 tablesprons finely chopped
jreen pepper. 8 eggs, beaten well,
Postage Extra
tn cup Kemp's Sun Rayed Tomato
At all atorea aelliaa toilet goe
jy* a jar
(a»w. la 1O< aad S9, jan
Juice, 2 tablespoons water, oneTHE COURIER-GAZETTE

ARRID
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--------------- The Undefended Border---------------

Tel. 2220

Tel. 713

Correspondent

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leach ol
Wakefield, Mass., are in town
called by the death of his grand
mother, Mrs. Augusta O. Shibles.
Mrs. Mildred Colby visited rela
tives in Belfast the past week.
A serjgs of cottage prayer meet
ings are being held this week by
the Baptist Church. A large group
met Monday night at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Yattaw; and
tonight a meeting will be held at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
John Baker is a patient at Knox K Walker. For the remainder of
Hospital.
the week the program is: Wednes
» * - y- i
'
Arthur Stevens went yesterday day at the nome of Mrs. Maud
to Whitinsville, Mass., in search of Carleton; Thursday at the Baptist
middle-western groups who wished
By Dr. Frank Monaghan
Ciiurch and Friday at the Baptist
employment.
to seize and annex Canada to the
Hittorieal
Comultant
for
Ihe meeting and supper of May parsonage. Saturday night there
United States. But that war was
Cavalcade of America
typically a Gilbert-and-Sullivaff epi
flower Temple P. S. was followed will be no meeting.
HE unarmed border—more than sode. Henry Clay, one of the prime
Arthur
Cole
of
Standish
returned
Friday by a New Year's party.
three thousand miles of it—be movers of the war, was also one
Mrs. Kathleen Studley was recipi home Saturday after spending a
tween the United States andof the commissioners of peace. And
ent of a gadly decorated cake, few days at the home of his Canada was a startling innovation the peace between the United
remains a unique experience States and Great Britain, signed in
made 'by Mrs. Ora Woodcock, and brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and and
among the nations of the world. 1816 at Ghent in Belgium, men
Mrs.
George
Cunningham.
a handkerchief shower in obser
the unity of the Middle Ages tioned none of the causes of the
Maurice Miller is in Monroe as When
began to crumble before the rising war. It was a stupid war in the
vance of her birthday which fell
temporary assistant to Merton spirit of nationalism far-sighted beginning and in the execution.
on that date. Following this, com
statesmen began to find means of Perhaps it was the common sense
Haley, undertaker.
petitive games were played, Mr.
E B. Merrill is again at his place international understanding and of two great peoples that finally
and Mrs. Clifford Allen winning
disarmament. But those ef prevailed. There has been no great
of business after several days ill mutual
forts came to little. Nations in cause of dispute since that time.
prizes.
ness.
Europe, like Holland and Switzer But the astounding agreement be
Miss Rachel Stetson has re
Mrs. Mabel Withee has closed land, have based their safety upon tween the United States and
turned from two weeks' vacation her home on Mechanic street and treaties and covenants. But behind Canada was not reached until 1817
spent in North Weymouth, Mass., will spend the remainder of the these treaties there was no common when Charles Bagot, representing
understanding, no mutual faith and
Britain, and Richard Rush,
guest of her uncle and aunt Mr. Winter at the home of Mr. and less good will. Holland has been Great
the Acting Secretary of State for
and Mrs. Ira Oliver.
overcome by a predatory power; the United States, entered into an
Mrs. Elbert Crosby in Camden.
Switzerland, in a state of precarious agreement for what amounted to
Mrs. Fred Campbell of Warren
Mrs, Nina Carroll and Mrs. Mar neutrality,
maintains a vast citizen complete disarmament of both
was (hostess to the Contract Club icn Richards entertained Friday army to patrol her frontier fortifi fleets on the Great Lakes. Both
last Friday afternoon, honors go night at bridge at the home of the cations. In the old world there is countries were faced with an ex
ing to Mrs. William Robinson of former on Richards Hill. Follow no undefended frontier — even pensive and disastrous naval race;
solemn treaties seem to and in the midst of the threat the
Warren and Mrs. Arthur Elliot. ing play refreshments were served. though
guarantee the integrity of various common sense of both peoples pre
Tlie meeting this week will be held A joke Christmas tree also was small states. They know that they vailed The Rush-Bagot agreement
enjoyed. Guests were: Mrs. Hil- cannot trust their neighbors; they of 1817 was later extended to in
at Miss Lucy Rokes'.
dred
Rider, Miss Helen Small, Mrs. wish they could, but they cannot. clude all the frontier between two
Miss Leah Tillson and Miss Marie
New World has given great and powerful nations. It has
Leona
Salisbury, Mrs. Edith Buz theButOldtheWorld
Clark have returned to Farmington
a lesson which it several times been questioned, but
Normal School after passing the zell, Mrs. Marion Ingraham, Mrs. might profitably have taken: the each time re-afflrmed. And today,
frontier between the because the people of two important
Christmas recess at their homes Elsie Hawkins, Mrs. Alice Priest, unarmed
United States and Canada. And countries believe that there can ba
Mrs.
Nellie
Staples.
Mrs.
Dorothy
here.
there are many reasons why that no misunderstanding of the basic
Mrs. Harold Vinal has returned Crockett and Mrs. Lina Joyce. border should have been armed. things, there are no armaments
home after a visit with her daugh First prize was won by Mrs. Rider, During the American Revolution along the three thousand miles of
the patriots several times attempted water and land that separate the
ter. Mrs. Frederick Randlett in second by Mrs. Hawkins with Miss to seize Canada. After the War United States from the Dominion of
Small receiving consolation.
Milton. Mass.
many Tories, exiled from the United Canada. That is one of the great
Mrs. Veda Brown entertained States, settled in Canada. The War achievements of men of good will
Miss Olive Rowell and Miss Iva
Henry have returned to University the T Club Friday night at a pic- of 1812 was chiefly fought by in the Western World.
of Maine after spending the holi nio supper at her apartment on
Main street. The remainder of the
family of Bath w’ere in the village
days at their homes.
ROUND POND
evening was spent in sewing.
Sunday
on a visit.
The annual election of officers
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Plummer ol
Miss Lois Burns returned to the
Mrs. Ida Fountain was recent
of Grace Chapter, O.ES., will be
Sargent School of Physical Edu Damariscotta Mills were guests Sun
guest
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
held Wednesday night. A covcation Sunday to resume her day of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Warren
Weeks.
ered-d'ish supper will precede the
studies, after spending three weeks' Richards.
meeting and all not solicited will vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Nichols of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bryant
take sweets.
Auburn
passed last weekend at the
Mrs. Orris Burns. Orris Burns Jr., spent the holiday with relatives In
home of his father, T. W. Nichols.
Thursday Club will meet this was also home from Ft. McKinley Reading, Mass.
week on the regular meeting day to spend the weekend.
Ralph Gorham was at his home
William Carter of Biddeford and
at the home of Mrs. Orvell F. Wil
for
the holiday.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will Fannie Carter of Portland recently
liams.
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Munroe
meet Wednesday afternoon at the visited their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The Parent-Teacher Association home of Mrs. Christie Whitney.
and daughter Mrs. Henry Dodge
Vernard Carter.
meets Thursday at 7.30 at the
Rodney Morse returned to Ft.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richards were holiday guests cf Mr. and Mrs.
High School auditorium.
The McKinley Monday after spending
were holiday visitors at the home of 111. E. Munroe.
speaker will be Dana M. Cotton, a few days with his mother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Carter dined
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Miller ?n
Director of Vocational Guidance, Frank Hawes.
Christmas
Day with Mrs. Annie
Pemaquid.
who will use the topic, “Practical
Miss Fern Whitney, who has
Lawrence Carter of Newport, R. Hinds.
Vocational Guidance for Our been spending the school vacation
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Smithwick and
Youth." This topic should prove with her parents, Mr. and Mrs I., has been visiting his mother,
family
visited recently with Mr. and
timely and interesting, in that William Whitney, returned Sun Mrs. Rose Carter.
Mrs.
R.
E. Francis and Mrs. Sarah
Robert Foster and daughter Jane
the new governor favored voca day to Livermore Falls, to resume
Kennedy.
of Portland were holiday guests in
tional training in his recent in teaching.
Floyd Poland is improved in
augural address.
Serg. Frederick Cavanaugh re town.
health.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Smith
and
turned Monday to Ft. McKinley
Capt. Asbury Hanna is at home
after a week's furlough which he
for
his monthly furlough from his
Helps
spent with his parents, Mr. and with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
duties on the Portland Lightship.
Mrs. Charles A. Cavanaugh. Miss A. Cavanaugh.
Prevent
Miss Priscilla Hinds of Portland
Helen Hako, who has also been a G. Washington Miller
was
a recent caller at the home of
George Washington Miller, aged
from developing at start guest at tne Cavanaugh home for
Shirley
Etheridge.
several days, has returned to Wor 70, died early Saturday morning in
Put a few drops of Vicks Va-tro-nol cester, Mass.
Mrs. Marjorie Hay and daughter
Rockland following a brief illness.
up each nostril at the very first sniffle
were
guests Thursday of Mrs. RayMrs.
Charles
Clark
has
returned
Funeral services will be held this
or sneeze. Its stimulating action aids
Nature's defenses against colds.
to her home at Hope Valley, R, I„ afternoon at tlie Russell funeral mend Cunningham.
and Mr. Clark to his duties in Au
Roy F. Ethridge and grandson
VICKS VA-ntO'NOL gusta, after spending the holidays home.
Mr. Miller was born in Lincoln Burton were callers Friday at the
ville, son of Alfred and Pamelia home of J. H. Leeman.
Charter No. 1142.
Reserve District No. 1
Ann (Clark) Miller. He is sur
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Munro and
vived by his widow, Mrs. Carrie daughter Mrs. Henry Dodge have
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
(Larrabee) Miller; four children, moved to Damariscotta where they
—OF THE
Mrs. Annie Dunton, Mrs. Harriett will ocupy an apartment for the
Grey, George Miller and Fred Mil Winter.
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
ler, all of Rockport; one brother J.
Mr. and Mrs. Montelle Ross and
OF THOMASTON
Horatio Miller of Camden; four daughter Eunice, Miss Augusta
sisters, Mrs. Elonia Meservey of Ross of Waldoboro and Mrs .Gussie
In the State of Maine at the Close of Business on Dee. 31, 1940.
Rockport, Mrs. Rose MacLarin of Ross of Union called Sunday on
Published in response to caU made by Comptroller of the Currency,
New
Hampshire, Mrs. Dolly Dem Mr and Mrs. H. E. Ross.
under Section 5211, U. 8. Revised Statutes
mons
of Rockland and Mrs. Bessie
ASSETS
Morton
of New Harbor; also six
Loans and discounts .......................................................
$314,571 14
CLARK ISLAND
United State* Government obligatlona. direct and guaranteed
grandchildren.
776.175
00
Obligations of States and pollUeal subdivisions
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Andrew of
171.945
00
Other bonds, notes and debentures...........................
75.985 00
Relief
Corps
Installation
Andrew’s Island. Mrs. Dorothy
Corporate stocks. Including stock of Federal Reserve Sank..............
7 200 00
Cash, balances with other banks. Including reserve balance and
Calder and daughters of Rockland.
The
annual
installation
of
offi

cash items tn process of collection
334.608 17
Bank premises owned >12.500 00. furniture and fixtures $4 500 00
Mrs. Myrtle Simmons and Leroy
cers
of
Fred
A.
Norwoot,
W.R.C.,
17.000 00
Real estate owned other than bank premises ........................................
4.188 51
was held Friday night with Mrs. Spear of Augusta were recent call
Tcial Assets _....... ................................................................. _...... .............. $ 11.701,672 82
Cacilda Cain, past department ers on Mr. and Mrs. Charles But
LIABILITIES
chaplain, as installing officer. The ler.
Demand deposits of Individuals, partnerships, and corporations
$221 728 66
Mrs. Hjalmar Carlson returned
ceremony was private and was fol
Time deposit* of Individuals, partnerships, and corporations
1.144.766 27
Deposits of United States Government (Including postal saving*)
9.001 10
home
Thursday after visiting in
lowed
by
a
buffet
lunch,
with
the
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
......................................
50 831 50
Other deposits
“ (certified
---- and..................................
Massachusetts.
tables
attractively
decorated
in
the
cashier’s checks, etc.)
00
181
Total Deposits
$1,426,538 53
James Harrison is in falling
patriotic colors, and a huge bou
Other liabilities ......................
2.423 10
quet of chrysanthumums and car health.
Total Liabilities____
.................81.428,961 63
Miss Doris Caven has resumed
nations as a centerpiece.
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
her
studies at Ballard's Business
Inducted into office were: Presi
Capital
apli
stock:
Class A preferred, total par $30 770 00. retirable value $61.540 00
dent. Ellen Bohndell; junior vice, School in Rockland after visiting
(Bate of dividends on retirable value Is 3%)
Common stock, total par $100,000 00........................................ —....... - tiX.na 00
Hattie Kenney; treasurer, Cacilda the past week at her home.
Surplus .—....... ............................................ .................................... _........................
90.000 00
Cain; secretary, Stella Simonton:
Charles Cromwell has returned
Undivided profits ............. .....................................................................................
32.156 76
Reserves (and retirement account for preferred stock) .................
19.764 43
to
Providence, where he is em
conductress. Addie Wentworth; as
Total Capital Accounts ............................................................................. $272,711 19
sistant conductress, Maud Peter ployed, after visiting the past week
Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts ......................................... $1,701,672 82
son: guard. Nellie Alexander; pa with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
MEMORANDA
triotic instructor, Maud Davis; Charles Cromwell.
Pledged assets (and securities loaned) (book value):
United States Oovernment obligations direct and guaranteed,
Mrs. Mullen of New Haven,
press correspondent, Louise Melvin;
pledged to secure deposits and other liabilities ................. _..........
4.900 00
musician, Linthel Lane; color Conn., has returned home after
Total
................... .............. .............. ............... .................... ...... ......................
$4,900 00
visiting her sister, Mrs. William
bearer, Katie Chapin.
Secured liabilities:
Deposits secured by pledged assets pursuant to requirements
Owing to the illness of retiring Pierson.
of law ............. ......... ............................ ...........................................................
9.031 10
president, Mrs. Effie Salisbury, re
Misses Alene Morrison and Har
$9031 10
Total
____________________________ __ ________________________
tiring senior vice. Mrs. Kenney riett Johnson visited New Year's
8tate of Maine, County of Knox. as.
presided. In behalf of the Corps Day with Miss Helen Liukkonen of
I. H. P. Dana, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that
Mrs. Bohndell presented to Mrs. Long Cove and Miss Maxine Pratt
the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
H. F. DANA. Cashier.
Cain
an attractive gift in appre of Willardham.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 6th day of January. 1941.
I Seal 1
ALFRED M STROUT. Notary Public.
ciation of her services for the eve
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hanson and
Correct—Attest:
ning.
Mrs
Salisbury,
who
Is
the
son,
Hilding Seastrom of Long Ccve
PRANK D EU.IOT
R W WALSH.
Incoming senior vice, will be in were recent callers on Mr. and

There will be a meet ins’ with
election of officers of the Board
of Trade at the Knox Hotel Wed
nesday night at 6 30.
Mr. and Mrs A. L. Wolf have re
turned from a visit in Meyerstowm,
Penna.
Russell Young of Portsmouth.
N. H. spent the weekend at home.
W.C.T.U. meets Friday night at
the home of Miss Margaret Cran
don.

T
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UDAO. CHAMPNEY

Correspondent

Tel. 190

CAVALCADE OF AMERICA

CAMDEN
NAOMA MAYHEW
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

8RCRLEY T WILLIAMS

E

DUNN

Director*,

stalled at a later date.

Mrs. Carl Malmstrcm,

Every-Other-Day

The Congregational Ladies' Circle
will meet Wednesday at 2 with Mrs.
Ora Brown.
Mrs. Thelma Cooper has taken
Miss Burkett's position in the ticket
office cf Comique Theatre.
The annual birthday supper of the
Baptist Philathea Class will be held
Friday at 6.30. in the form of a cov
ered dish supper. All Philatheas
are urged to attend accompanied by
their husbands.
Mrs. Lovell Thompson will be
hostess to the Methodist Ladies’ Aid
Wednesday at 2 o’clock.
At Community Hospital: Peter
Nuccio, who was injured in the ac
cident Friday night, is improving.
Mrs. Amy Delehanty is a medical
patient. Kenneth Wadsworth is a
surgical patient; and Judge Elisha
Pike of Rockland, who was in an
automobile accident on Spring
Brook hill Saturday afternoon, is
now at his Rockland home.
Harold E. Boynton, who has been
a patient at Knox Hospital, has re
turned to his home on Norwood
avenue and is making good rercovery.
Viola Mae, wife of Everett Jame
son of Simonton Corner, died Sun
day at the age of 38 years. She was
born in North Yarmouth, daughter
of I^-ederick Baston and Fannie
Hamilton, and had been a resident
of this vicinity for the past ten
years. Besides her husband she
leaves four young children. Funeral
services will be held from Good’s
funeral home Tuesday at 2 o’clock
with an Advent minister officiating.
Burial will be in Mountain ceme
tery.
Funeral services were held Mon
day from Good's funeral home for
Nellie M., wife of Lewis Blood, who
died Saturday at the age of 79
years. She was born in Whitefield and had been a resident here
for the past ten years. Rev. W. F.
Brown officiated and burial was in
Mountain cemetery.
Joan Perry, Joan Witham, Cyn
thia Rich and Tina Proctor returned
Monday to their studies at Oak
Grove Seminary.
Milford Payson spent the week
end at Hosmer’s Pond.
Paul Bickford of New York city
was week-end guest of Dr. and Mrs.
Lee Dickens.
Edward Manning and guest re
turned Monday to Theological
Seminary in Bangor; Miss Honey
Dougherty returned Sunday to Miss
Farmer’s School of Cookery in Bos
ton; Miss Florence Carleton has
returned to Boston; John Miller
has returned to Medical School in
Boston.
Sunday was an excellent day at
the Snow Bowl, with all Winter
activities in full swing. The ski tow
was in operation.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
hold a food sale Wednesday. 8 to 10
o’clock, at the Carlton French store.
Members of the parish not solicited
will furnish food.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge meets
Wedensday at 7.30. A Christmas
tree and party will follow the meet
ing.
The town budget committee meets
Thursday night at 7.30 at the select
men’s office.
Peter Sparta

Requiem High Mass w’as sung
at 930 this morning at Our Lady
Of Good Hope Catholic Church
for Peter Sparta, well-known High
School student, who was fatally
injured in an automobile accident
Friday night. and died Saturday
morning at Knox Hospital. He was
born in Camden 17 years ago. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Nino Sparta of
Pearl street and attended both
grammar and high schools here,
having been a valued member of
the present Senior Class. Very
popular, he recently took part in
the Senior play given toy the stu
dents.
The ekds attended ui a body
to pay last respects, and the vari-

Number One

The Comique Theatre presents
Wednesday and Thursday “Dr. Kil
dare Goes Home," starring Lionel
Barrymore. Lew Ayres and Lara'ne
Day. His interneship completed
Lew AjTes draws a house physician's
assignment as Lionel Barrymore s
assistant. A phone call to his
mother convinced him something
was wrong with his father. He and
Laraine Day give up their idea of
marriage and he returns home to
find his father is overworked try
ing to serve two towns. (Barrymore
follows, to find Ayres planning to
stay and help his father. They con
ceive the idea of a clinic, operated
in a poverty-stricken village by
three young doctors who need work
and paid for by the villagers at
ten cents a week. This would in
clude preventative medicine, which
is laughed at by Gene Lockhart,
the village's most influential citizen.
How a young doctor battles small
town superstition to prove the value
of preventative medicine is one of
best of the Dr. Kildare plots. This
combination of the battle for knowl
edge and greater opportunity for
romance with Laraine Day make
“Dr. Kildare Goes Home” the best
of the Kildare series to date.
ous organizations to which Peter

belonged v.ere represented Eigh‘
of his classmates and friends were
bearers: Alan Johnson, Ralph
Young, (Robert Merchant, Harry
Stearns, Kenneth Goodman, Peter
McGrath, James Hendricks and
Frank Milliken. A very fine boy,
he had a multitude of friends an£
the church was filled to capacity.
He is survived toy his parents;
a sister, Anna; and a brother, Law
rence.
«
Aunts, uncles and cousins from
out of town were: Mrs. Josephine
Velardi and John Tina of Salem,
Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Antonio
Parisi of Belmont, Mass.; Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Maltese and son Nick
and Francis Naie of Windsow
Locks, Conn., and Mr. and Mrs.
Anthony Triflro of West Roxbury,
Mass.

Leave it to Lavender,
He will insure
Life, health and auto
And furniture.
4 Elliot St., Thomaston, Tel. 225.

Leading Man

Adelaide Cross leaves today
Jo.n the family of Percy Robei
at Jerico. N. Y., for a motor ti
to Florida, visiting W llianvtou
enroute.
I Tlie Mission Circle of the '
Baptist Church wl'.l mc»t in
church parlors Wednesdry s'
Boon at 2.30 o'clock

Mrs. Wilbur Senter ga\e
luncheon, and contract party
her home on Broadway Friday a.
ernoon. Honors went to Mrs.
L Stratton. Mrs. Everett A Mu
scy and Mrs. Horatio G. Cowan
Tlie Methodist Baraca Clats v
meet Wednesday night at 7.30
the vestry, with Mrs. Laura (Bi
well as chairman.
Mrs. Percy Dinsmore is visitl
her parents Mr. and Mrs. H
> Ingerson in Roxbury. Mass.

Kennedy Crane is in Boston
a few days.
PERA, concert, and radio have
their demands for leading men
ss well as Hollywood, and the young
man of those three fields Is James
Melton, singing star of the Tele
phone Hour program heard every
Monday night with Francla White
and Donald Voorhees’ 57-plece Bell
Symphonic Orchestra and chorus.
Between his Monday radio shows
James Melton is constantly on tour.
A concert in New York today and an opera performance in St. Louis
tomorrow, and most of the time playing opposite sonic famous leading
lady. As a matter of fact, this young tenor plays opposite more leading
ladles than any other male star in radio, concert, or opera. On Monday
evenings he ts heard from coast to coast with the charming sopran
Miss Francla White (7). Other concert and opera performances tan find
him playing opposite Lily Pons (3), Helen Jepson (4), Gladys Swarf,
out (5), Rose Bamptou (2), Rise Stevens (6), aud Hilda Burke C
pictured above.
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Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday
“TOO MANY GIRLS”

City of Washington Once
In the Lottery Business

Once upon a time, a little more
than 100 years ago, the City of Wash
ington, according to the capital’s

Eleanor J. Hall has returnedj
St. Joseph's Academy in Portly
after s-pending the Christmas
cation with her parents, Mr.
Mrs Snow Hall. Ocean street

first directory, was in the lottery

business.
Compiled, edited and published in
1822 by one Judah Delano, says a
writer in the Washington Star, the
directory delved into the “Corpora
tion of the City of Washington” to
show that the district’s pay roll in
cluded not only boards of aldermen
and common council and a mayor,
but wood corders, hay weighers,
chimney sweeps, scavengers and
“managers of the city’s lotteries.”
The managers “were appointed
by the mayor . . .for the purpose
of agreeing on a scheme of a lottery
and managing the same in order to
raise a fund for building and estab
lishing two public schools, a peniten
tiary and city hall. Before pro
ceeding to dispose of the tickets the
managers are required to give bond
In the sum of $10,000 for the faithful
performance of their duty . . . They
receive a compensation of $3 each
for every day they are employed,
provided the whole expense of draw
ing any one scheme shall ndt exceed
an average of $1,000.”
Chimney sweeps received 10 cents
per story for each flue swept. Hay
weighers got 50 cents for each wag
on-load weighed and 25 cents for
each cartload.

of W
The
Lucille Ball and Richard Carlson, here shown, carry the main romance
at Pottawatomie College, that enchanting fabled institution of learning
made famous in George /Abbott’s big musical success, “Too Many Girls."
RKO Radio, with the aid of the original producer, has given this merrv
story an elaborate screen presentation, with an imposing cast of celebri
ties in the featured roles.
.

—w——■——————————^—
Charter No. 13734

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF ROCKLAND

ASSETS
Loans and discounts ............................................................................................... $869,024 89
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed
812 779 20
Other bonds, notes and debentures .............. ...............................................
311 621 25
Corporate stocks. Including stock of Federal Reserve bank
9.100 00
Cash, balances with other banks. Including reeerve balance and
cash Items In process of collection ......................
1.254.421 91
Bank premises owned . ..........................................
34.600 00
Other assets ............................................................ ...
442 75
Total

Assets _____ ......_____

$3,291,990 00

Other liabilities _........ ...... ....................

.....................

No question about it-the extra

heat of D&H Anthracite does
make your home more pleasant

D&H
Anthracite

in Winter. Fill your bin today
and be ready for winter's cold

est weather*

CALL 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLANO ME.
THfc FAVOHUE HEiMhbY L’/ANIA

HARD

COAL

76
48
45
97
02
00

$2,919,260 28
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts

Werd

Now
AUSTRALIAN |
Wei

SABLE & MINK
Werl

Now|

BLACK DYI
Wcrl

....

$125 000 00
177.000 00
69.478 65
1.251 07

;.

HUDSON SE)

8.438 60

Total Liabilities

Capital Stock:
Common Stock, total par $125,000 00
Surplus ....................................... ............

January

Now

------------

Z

..............

Total Capital Accounts ... ..........„..................M>...

Heated By

Wed. - Th)

In the State of Maine at the Close of Business on December 31, 1940
Published in response to call made by the Comptroller of the Currency
Under Section 5211, U. S. Revised Statutes

Undivided profits . ..........................................
Reserves
...................... . ...................................

In a Home

Budget PaymcH

—OF THE— ,

$947,891
1.815.441
Time deposits of Individuals, partnerships, .and corporations
Deposits of United States Oovernment UnqMidlng postal saving*)
3.985
61 841
Deposits of States and political subdivisionsDeposits of banks ............... —.................................
...................
76 146
Other deposits (certified and cashier's check* etc ) .........................
5.515
Total Deposits ------- I------------------------ $2,910,821 681

Vfatscvnt.,

COAT YOU VE

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

LIABILITIES

WINTER

THE MOST SE1
AT UNBELEEVA]

Reserve District No. 1.

With a population of 13,247 Wash

ington ranked seventh in size. Phil
adelphia was first with 137,097 resi
dents, and New York, Baltimore.
Boston, New Orleans, Charleston
and Washington followed in that or
der.
There was no Chicago and James
town, Va.’s 3,161 population was
more than twice that of Detroit.
St Louis had only 10,049, and Buf
falo had the staggering total of 2.095.
Listed down in the middle of the
M’s in the roster of residents was
“Monroe. James, President of the
United States, at the President's
house.”

Mr. and Mrs. Maynard WigJ
were home from Bangor over
Weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Ch|
entertained nt their home
Ocean street Friday night
honor of the 17th toirthday
Miss Madeline Munro. Games r
music figured in the evening's
gram. Refreshments were sen
Mrs. Golden Munro and Mrs. O
Knight assisted. Present we
Carl Hall, Margaret Havener, P;(
ine Spear, Jean Calderwood. Ec
Carr, Florence Knight, Harm
Dow, Heitoert Elllngwood, Will^
En t, John Storer. Barrett Jorc
and Jud'ith Ann Childs.

SELL witk
want-ads

WAHTADS

Tlie Chamber of Commerce hj
pital tea will be given Thurs
afternoon from 3 until 5 o’cli
Unth Mrs. Isador Gordon at
Limerock street. Mrs. Knott Rj
kin will be chairman of the me
lpg assisted by Mrs. Clare i
Daniels, Mrs. Sherman Danij
Mrs. Francis Havener and NI
B A. Gardner. Mrs. F. C. G
combe, newly elected president
peur. All wives of Chamber
Commerce members are invitee

$372,729 72
... $3,291,990 00

MEMORANDA
Pledged assets (book value):
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed.
pledged to secure deposits and other liabilities
$170 856 25
Other assets pledged to secure deposits and other liabilities
2S.64O 00

Total ..--------------------------------- —............................................................. $199 496 25
Secured Liabilities:,
Deposits secured by pledged asset* pursuant to requirements of
law
____ _____ ________ ____ ___ 45.104 70
Total
_ ___ .....................................................................................................
$45,104 70
State of Maine, County of Knox, ss.
I, Jos. Emery. Qashter of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that
the above statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
JOS EMERY, Cashier.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 6th day of January. 1941
D. C. Leach. Notary Public.
Correct Attest:
— ——
PHIIJP L SMITH,
•
WILLIS I AYER
WILLIAM SANBOM

Director*

Now |

BLACK DYI
Werl

Now I
And many others inclij
Natural Grey Squirrel. Nat
sian Lamb. Let-Out Race)
Black dyed), at equally gre

VESPE1
366 MAIN STREET.I

Every-Other-Day
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Every-Other-Day
Mary Pease Engaged

Leading Man

ETY.

jf

in opera performance in St. Louis
ring opposite some famous leading
tenor plays opposite more leading
idlo, concert, or opera. On Monday
coast with the charming soprano
■t arid opera performances Can find
Helen Jepson (4,. Gladys SwartL[evens (6), aud Hilda Uurke (*'•.

SELL wiik

.mMT-ADS

1

;sday-Thursday
V GIRLS'

ARE THEY HAPPY? GUESS

Happy Hope Farm

This And That

Daughter of Well Known
North Haven Summer
Resident To Wed
Native Son

Advice To Those Who Do
Not Like the U. S. A.—
The Chickadee

Rubinstein Club
New Year Ushered In
With “Breakfast” and
Fine Program

Editor of The Courier-Oazette:Frlday gt „ o-clock in the morn.
Adelaide Cross leaves today to
The Browne Club will meet Fri
One wonders if the weather man trg at the Universalist vestry ocMrs. Nellie Pease of Suffield,
I
. The family of Percy Roberts day night with Miss Edith Bicknell
hasn't
made a mistake and sent us curred the "Breakfast" that welCcnn.,
announces
the
engagement
, • Jerico. N. Y.. for a motor trip on Knox street.
April
weather
instead ot Winter? cemes the year 1941 work ar.d fine
ho Florida, visiting W lliamrburg
------' of her daughter. Mary, to Nathan(Written
before
Saturday's storm]. 5pirit of lh*s
deeply ap
Lnroute.
Rounds Mothers Club will meet iel Stone or Glen-Olden. Pa., forBy K. 8. P.
preciative organization for the
Pt Lhe Congregational vestry Wed- merly of North HaVen
It surely has been pleasing to web- h;gh„t attalnments in music.
The Mission Circle of the 7!—t j ^,v
Covered dish supper
_
footed creatures the past four days.
The Rubinstein Club is almost
. t
Mary Pease spends the Summer
Baptist Church will mr»t in the T .. ho rtrved at 6.30.
New 90 percent of the glove
The
grandchildren
went
to
the
one
half century old. and is keep_____
season in North Haven with her
(hurch parlors Wfdnesdry a'Ur-|
makers in France are idle.
' grandmother’s where they've always ' ing t'e standard of its programs
Mrs. Corwin H. Olds will enter- J mother at the estate better known
: ocn at 2 30 o'clock
•Ti*
learned
that
foolish
forms
been at Christmas, so Mr S and I und educational work up to its
------ta n The Diligent Dames Thurs- as th* Cyrus Carver farm. This
of
nationalism
are
being
enccurare
again alone We spent a quiet hlp*,e,t ma-k Me have an alive
Mrs. Wilbur Senter gate a day afternoon at her home on ls one of
favorite Summer
...
president who leaves ncthing un
families
there.
It
has
resided
luncheon, and contract party at Beech street with Mrs Nettie Bird
aged m this country as a means Christmas at home. I want to sa» e
f ,ls beautv or cultural udthere
only
a
few
seasons
but
’
dur

of filching awav liberties of the w
Icr lls t>eaun or cunur*‘1 UP
her home on Broadway Friday aft- Frost and Mrs. Lou Emery as as, stale
v. , Uw .re blinded Kv
Wal-_ j building, in urging the members
p'ople
* that our P°stRoffice
D address is w>f
ernoon. Honors went to Mrs. R slsting hostesses. Red Cross sew ing that time has enjoyed the
island to the uttermost.
I. Stratton. Mrs. Everett A Mun- ing will be done.
,__ .-_ . ___ ren M.ll sent In Warren has to be Lawry and her efficient board ol
Nathaniel Stone is the son of
nations would love to put over
i v and Mrs Horatio G. Cowan.
remailed to Waldoboro.
} cffkers are to be congratulated on
Col. and Mrs. George Blaney Mr and Mrs. Parker Stone who
I here
I
’
m
sure
we
are
all
hoping
that
i the triumph of the program and
Betty Lou Thompson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Thompson of
“a
The Methodist Baraca Class will who have been making a few days’ j resided in North Haven until
,
1941
will
bring
us
prosperity
and
delicious breakfast served to a
Laurel
street,
celebrated
her
fourth
birthday
with
a
group
of
young
friends
“Sir. have you seen the new
meet Wednesday night at 7.30 in visit in the city, went Friday to few years ago when the family
Saturday
afternoon.
Games
were
played
and
a
peanut
hunt
was
staged
**
“
’
*'
r
"
haopiness
both
as
a
nation
and
as
large
greup of the members The
the vestry, with Mrs. Laura Bus- Lowell, Mass . Col. Blaney proceed- I moved to Philadelphia where Mr followed by refreshments. Front row. left to right: Ellen Sulides. Peggy fountain pen? It 13 fool proof and |
„
-------________
____
individuals.
And
if
anyone
living
tables
were beautiful ___
with „
flowers,
ing yesterday to Camp Eustis. Vir- Stone has employment with a Malloy, Skippy Thompson. Betty Lou Thomnson the hostess. Betty Rich- ; no ink can escape "
well as chairman.
in the good old U5A. likes some These who were unable to attend
ginia. wiiere he is now stationed. I chemical company.
ardson. Second row: Helen Chase, Diane Thompson, Charlotte Brackett,
Jinks: ‘ Yes, I have had one for
other form of government more realized they wculd be the losers
Patricia Cuthbertson.
—Photo by Cullen
Mrs. Percy Dinsmore is visiting |
years.
than
our own, my advice is to pack Of a charming social hour with an
Anderson Auxiliary will hold a ’ Brothers' Night will be observed
• • • •
her parents Mr. and Mrs. H. L
up
and
go to live in the country excellent entertainment
joint installation with the SU V. tonight at the meeting of Miriam
Thomas Carter. Jr., has returned
Ingerson in Roxbury. Mass.
Australian soldiers in London
Best
On
The
Screen
that's
his
ideal Personally I m »ot j MiaB Mabel Spring was chairWednesday night, with Department Rebekah Lodge. Allan Sawyer will to Hampden after a visit with his
were permitted while visiting the
wanting
to exchange my Uticle' man arv3 her paper on "Musicians
Kennedy Crane is in Boston for Treasurer Doris Ames as installing be supper chairman. A public grandparents, Mr and Mrs George
zoo in that city, to handle the
Sam
for
any
other government I've of Maine' was brilliantly handled
a few days.
Motion Picture
Academy seven-foot python. They called it
officer. Supper will be served at chicken supper will be served Jan H. Jackscn.
.
seen so far
' with tributes to the world renowned
6 30, Mrs. Mae Cross chairman.
14. with Mrs Susie Davis as chair
Made Choice of “Rebecca a friend from home
Tlie Chamber of Commerce hosIn
closing
I'm
penning
a
little
, trj0 of woman, native of our great
man. General drill will be held
Mrs. Alberta B Ftcse is returning
“Foreign Correspondent”
••••
pr.al tea will be given Thursday
poem
about
a
friend
I
love,
a
little
state. Her flne eulegy on the
The Catholic Women's Club busi after tonights meeting.
to Boston Wednesday after spend
The original meaning of the gray and black chum who is faithful work of prOf William Rogers
Was
Next
afternoon frem 3 until 5 o'clock ness meeting will be held Wednes
ing the holidays with her family
word
‘propaganda’
was
the
with Mrs Isador Gordon, at 126 day night at 7.30 in the church
Overness Sarkesian is reported here, headquartering with her son
The annual awards banquuet oi spreading of the doctrine of truth. and true—especially when there's Chapman was greatly appreciated
plenty of suet!
py many there who sar.g under
I .merock street. Mrs. Knott Ran- basement.
1 seriously ill at his home. 157 Tal- Charlie Rose on Summer street
•8••
the Motion Picture Academy of
THE CHICKADEE
------bot avenue.
k;n will be chairman of the meet
his baton.
Mrs Rose is always greeted by hosts!
gnd
names the
Left-handed fountain pens are
Mrs. Carlton F. Snow is enter- j
_____
ing assisted by Mrs. Clarence
Long
ago
when
the
earth
w&a
ln
Its
M:ss 8pring covered much ground
mom:ng
morning
Miss Harriet Bird was hostess to of friends when she favors Rock-j pictures and best performances of manufactured for the use of left- ,
Daniels, Mrs. Sherman Daniels. talnlng the board of directors of
handed
writers.
The
pen
point
is
d
>n<1
b,rt
*
W9,e
ln
the,r
TIL",
’r, g*nerously' and a
land
with
a
visit
each year, and this ls the only in cut obliquelv
Mrs Francis Havener and Mrs the Knox Memnal Associative at a delightful card assembly of
This writer will be The Matter Artisan wrought from the Jli®Wy dei.ghtfj; program .'crowed
dustry-wide choice of this kind
1
heart of flame
1 A Gardner. Mrs. P. C. Gat- her hom* on Is'bot avenue, Friday ! friends Friday afternoon at her
It being Maine Day" of local
Mrs C. F. Simmons leaves Wed
happy to have one
i And midnight's dark, the scarlet
•light
with
a
picnic
dinner
at
7
home
with
the
A
J
Bird
s
on
CamThese
are
tops
for
1940
in
the
j.mbe. newly elected president will
interest was the beautiful lullaby
tanager
nesday for a visit with her son, opinion of several hundred stars.
den street
our. All wives of Chamber of o'clock
the azure sky and deep red clay. "My Baby Good Night" composed
Eaton in Lynn. Mass. after which
”d bR pJayers who eVisitor: “So ycu run a duck Prom
Ke tinted the bluebird’s feathers,
Commerce members are invited.
by Mrs. Carrie Burpee Shaw ar.d
Whose young fly ln lovely Mvy
The officers of the Auxiliary to I Mrs. Evelyn B Hicks is giving a she will visit the Prof. Wilbert pressed their inndividual choices: farm. Is business packing up? '
Hatching ln April s changing weathers sung with rare irtelllgence of mFarmer: “No. Picking down."
Best picture of 1943—"Rebecca."
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Wiggin Canton Lafayette. P M. IO.OF. : small luncheon at The Copper Snows in Middletow n, Conn. later
The robin, the finch, the jolly swallows terpretatlcn by Mrs Nettle Bird
• • • •
were
installed
Wednesday
night
by
Kettle
today
as
a
good
bye
for
a
1
going
to
visit
her
daughter.
Mrs
The martens, the wrens, the sauty
Best performance by an actress—
i ere home from Bangor over the
Frost
Lady Addle M. Brown, vice pres:- ■ few months to Mrs. C F Simmons, Milton Friese. Mrs. Simmons has Bette Davis in “The Letter" and
The backbone of the A est Afri- ,
colors gay colors, brow-n birds
weekend.
Every member on this program
dent of Ladies Auxiliaries. PM 1 who is leaving Wednesday.
beer, guest of Mrs. Elmer Bki. “All This and Heaven Too '
f can shrew, an animal less than a ,
and white.
tv,.. L*r’eHi»
wlrdmight
2,^T*1 blrd"’
by ""as of rnaiked high order. Mrs.
Broadway for the past month.
Mr and Mrs. Edward L. Childs IO.OF. of Maine, and staff—Ad
Best performance by an actor— loot in jengtn. is so strong tnat
The
Ser.icr
Y
P.C.U.
met
Sunday
it
can
support
the
weight
of
a
"But."
mused
the
Art:sin.
when
oold
un 15 read m: . pleasingly' a
on
|
Jutant,
Captain
Nestor
S
Brown;
ntertained at their home
Spencer Tracy m Edison the Man."
winds u.ow
rarely fine poem from Miss Anna
Colonel.
Luke
S
Davis;
Lady.
Inez
evening
at
the
UniversaliM
Church.
Mrs
Ruth
Hary.
*'ho
left
RockBest achievement in directing— heavy man without injury It is un- And the birds have flown from the
Dean street Friday night in
Coughlin's pen. The committees
.on.cr of the 17th birthday of S. Crosby; past president of the After the devotionab in which 9ev- | land for Florida a week ago ^ast John Ford fcr "The Long Voyage like that cf any ether animal In To tl£nd of snw
sunny South, there must be jqj- ^e dav were: Mrs Margaret
I. s Madeline Munro. Games and , association as Aide and Lady Bes- , era* members took pari, a quiz Sunday arrived in Daytona on the Hofne
one
|
the world.
To cheer men who dwell 'neath the P.mmors chairman with the fol• • • •
tnu,i: figured in the evening's pro-: sie Bowers, battalion deputy as J game was played.
Under the following Wednesday, reporting a
Twq
promisingnewcomers
northern aun ”
I t„^.i„_ >
i_ ,
Mexico is cauea me
leaa.ng A bn of fTiy cl>y s d|lb of black
[:ram Re.’reshments were served chaplain.
The officers installed leadership of Ruth Seabury, sides most successful motor journey.
194Q. Laraine Day and William
world producer of silver and in These He formed with skillful knack Faith BerryMrs Grace
Stroirt,
Golden Munro and Mrs Osca I were* President. Mrs. Annie Ayl- ' were chosen and the questions
------Holden.
.
Into the friendlv. cheerful bird.
vr,s
Muriel Pr e ard M- tu-rrtr.
the
last
five
years
has
shewn
a
North
dwellers
love
as
the
chickadee
aiunei
vr.e
ano
M.
.
Bernice
Knight assisted. Present were: ward; past Pres.. Mrs Constance were shot out—questions touching • Mr and Mrs Frank D. Lamb will
mtheActressDivision.BetteDaLari Hall Margaret Havener. Paul- <
*• Wilt. !!*». «
WMbject imaginable, quietly observe their 64th wedding vu fomped
wirnpr record of 500.000 000 cunces of this Juat a plain little body, the chickad»e Havener. With Mr Bird and Miss
song la sweet.
Mee e see.
Lawry thspencir.g coffee at lovely
:.e Spear Jean Calderwood. Edith Una Carroll: secretary. Miss Doris During the business meeting a iet- annnversary at their home cn w;th Joan Fontaine ,RebeCC&, in metal output. Ar.d the total pro- But his
me-«-«ee.'"
date
has
been
worth
An
^
kU
brave
wee
heart
never
knows
silver
urns
?arr. Florence Knight. Harrison | Hyier; treasurer. Mrs. Florence ter from the Auburn Union was Limeroek street Thursday.
second p'.ace. and Vivien Leigh, Ida duction to
Fe
*
r
Ncrth
°
r
lU
fre
”
in<
1
The
program:
bow. Herbert Ellingwood, William Lovejoy; aides to president, Mrs read—an invitation to ccme to a
Lupir.o and Martha Scott leading about $225 000•000
■ • •
Nancy 8 Savage
Piano solo Mountain Spring
Bohtn
The
Junior
Auxiliary
of
the
"Central
District
Shindig
’
Satur

ii t John Storer. Barrett Jordan. Addie Brown and Mrs Lena Roithe field
_. .
,, .. ..
.
.
I
Barbara Allen.
Methodist
Church
will
meet
Thurs

This
is
really
the
tune
when
fuI
-----------------pupu
ot m-s Louie Rogers
day.
Jan.
25.
Also
planned
ior
Judith Ann Childs.
j ^na; aides to vice president, Mrs
Tn the actcr division only a few
.
_____
Bizabeth Crockett; aides to past the month of January* is a skating day night at Mrs. Madlene Jack- votes separated the winner from ture good or enl depends on what! MABEL L MAD DOCKS
i
the
individual
is
willing
to
make
Miss
Mabel
L.
Maddocks
died
Lincolnville Beach
Eleanor J Hall has returned to president. Mrs. Nina Davis and party at the Snow Bowl where sons home on Maverick street All the next five actors. They were
Dec. 26 at an invalids heme in !
accompanle-l by Mrs Aver: 1
: Jo‘eph s Academy in Portland Mrs. Bessie Carroll: officer of the skating, skiing and toboganning members are asked to take a 10 James Cagney <City for Conquest*; of his life.
'
this
city
where
she
had
been
cared
Piano
'>0,oCf^7r''.r'.'^ Hopkn s c*bu,*r
i.'ter spending the Christmas va- day. Milton V. Rollins; officer of can be enjoyed. Jack Lowe gave i cent gift,
Thomas Mitchell <Lcng Voyage
The
United
States
Tea
Act.
i
for
the
past
three
years.
Funeral
Vocal
solo
m-. Baby Good Night
ition with her parents, Mr. and the guard. Luke S. Davis; sentry. a report on his fathers condition j
Hlomei; James Stephenson <The
passed
in
1897.
is
the
only
law
of
services
were
held
at
the
Owl's
Sha*
The Alumnae Association cf the Letter*; Brian Dor.levy 'The Great
—a decided improvement.
Nestor S Brown.
Mrs Sr.ow Hail Ocean street.
its
kind
in
the
country
insuring
Head
Chapel,
bnngtr.g
together
Poem
by
Knox County General Hospital will McG,ntvl and Edward O RoWnthe quality of tbe mere than 20.- many old neighbors and other
Mr- LunCvll
elect officers fcr the ccming year son (Mag;c Bunet,
000
000.000
cups
of
tea
consumed
friends.
Rev.
Charles
A.
Marstaller
h
R^se
?
Et
Mjon B< y. . to
tomorrow at 8 o clock at a meet.r.g
jn
race for the best picture
'
. ”
of
tne
L.ttlefleld
Memorial
Church,
i
accompanied
by Dorothy Lawry
held at the home of Mrs. Sally F\>rejgn Correspondent” was only annua *5 in
erica
Rockland,
officiated
and
the
bearP
**
BO
—
1-»6>
of the oarUers.
Oliver, Pacific street. Members a few votes behind the winner.
Roberts
Alfred P Sloan has warned the ers were Vinal Perry. Winfield
Mr, Louie Roger, and
are urged to attend.
M:«s
Barbara
Allen
As Artists Picked Them
country that this is an artificial Macdocks. Perry Maddocks and Vocal solo Rosary.
Nevins
prosperity that is over the country Sidney Madd^. interment was
An African Love Song
Nevins
1
—
"Rebecca
Mr. and Mrs Edward K. Leigh- ,
Raycbel Emerson
for
a
Uttle
while
and
it
wiU
take
in
lhe
Ow;
s
Head
cejneter
.,
2
—
"Foreign
Correspondent
”
acoompanled by Mrs Berry
ton left yesterday morning for the :
Bnubert
the highest order of leadership | Tne deceas€d was
ic Ow; s March MUitaire
3— "The Long Voyage Heme ’
|iPac:fic Coast In New York they
Mrs lz»j e Rogers and
to
keep
from
the
greatest
slump
Head
May
16
Ql
M
im
Barbara
Allen
4—"The Grapes of Wrath.”
will place their car aboard a steamsinging yf America
yet in history. Effective economics Capt. Thcmas H Maddocks and Group accompanist.
5—“The Great McGinty.'
Mrs Averill
i ship, and travel by water until they
must be mastered ar.d closely foi- Eizabeth
Maddocks Owl ,
6— “The Letter "
| j reach Los Angeles Two days will
Mrs George Blaney w-ho has
7— Our Town "
be spent in Panama and two in 1
Head was her hrme until the came
been
visiting Mr. a.nd Mrs Ken
8— Boom Town "
Albuquerque. N M
i to Rockland 12 years ago.
“
A
New
Year
wish
sincerely
nedy
Crane, was guest of honor
9— Arise. My Love. ’
Miss Maddocks was a member
meant: May Gods good gifts to
at
a
party
given by Mrs Glenn A
The Sale You’ve Been Waiting For
10
—
"The
Mortal
Storm
”
Read The Courier-Gazette
of the First Baptist Church of
Lawrence
The function began
Runners-up included: "All This, you be ser/t. and may the best of Rockland.
Her fine Christian
and Heaven. Too.” "North West a11 uhat ch’*rs><** heart ■ character and her eaaerre s to with luncheon at the Copper Kettle
THE MOST SENSATIONAL OFFERING OF BEAUTIFUL FINE FURS
through the years." Tkii
a^ her eagente^
.COMIQUFW Mounted Police. "My Favorite
and ended with an afternoon cf
be of assistance to those in need
AT UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS. HERE YOU WILL FIND THE VERY
Wife." "The Great Dictator," "City
spirited wish enclosed with won friends to whom the news of cards and sewing at the Lawrence
COAT YOU VE LONG DESIRED
for
Conquest,"
"Philadelphia a lovely cathedral picture came to her death came with especial sad heme, where the high-liners w’ere
Mrs. Robert Kocht Mrs. William
Story’ " "His Girl Friday." "Of Mice this writer from Alice Ccle Kleene ness.
T1XSDAV. MN. 7
a
sentiment
expressed
so
perfectly
|
„
,
.
w
- Spear and Mrs Lionel Jealous
Budget Payment Plan—Liberal Allowance For Your Old Fur Coat
and Men.' "Dr. Ehrlich's Magic
She is survived by a sister Mrs '___________
Cash Night, Come Collect $186
it
carries
with
it
this
desire
that
Bullet." “The Biscuit Eater," and
“SOUTH OF SUEZ"
A special lot of Fail coats, both
ail readers share with me this sen- j May I Magee. ar.d five nieces and
“
Waterloo Bridge.”
George Brent, Brenda Marshall
four nephew's
j fur trimmed and plain, at sharply
timent for 1941.
Short Washington. D. C. News
j reduced prices have been received
• • • •
WINTER
NORN
CLARK ISLAND
I at Lucien K Green dc Son and
Sea moss gathered off the Maine
[For Tbe Courier-Gazette]
WED.-THURS , JAN. 6-9
Burdeiis Dress Shop. Odd Fellows
Mr. and Mrs Walter Duncan of coast is being put on the market
6ky spread with
Block, 16 School street, Rockland
“DR KILDARE GOES HOME’ Rockland visited William Ellis by an enterprising young men. 1
Pink and gray:
,
—adv.
137-tf
Eccbed bare bon<h*
Lionel Barry more
Wednesday.
and its good. too.
Along the way
Lew Ayres, Laraine Day
• • • •
Walter Webel of the CCC camp
Winter morning
“DIVING DEMONS"
cf Alfred visited the past week
Mount Desert s new roads, ex- ,
Just at dawa.
Easy to relieve
That
* the time
Information Please
News with his parents Mr. and Mrs tending from the Great Pond Hill
misery dlittlTo up end awar
without "dosing
For health and vigor
James Caven Mr and Mrs Caven where the Bubble Pond road
Rub throat chest,
Through
the
day
COMING JAN. 12-13
HUDSON SEAL (dyed Muskrat)
and back with . . .
and Victor Blom berg motored him makes tts start, wij go as far as
Grrirw) a-crunch.
back Thursday
“STRIKE UP THE BAND"
Hulls Cbve. This work will take
With snow and lee;
Were $225 *425
Tree, a -partele
USBO BY a OUT
Mickey Rooney. Judy Garland
about one year.
With froae-c tears, on
or I MOTMftB
• • • •
Btauneh old heroes
Now S135-S319
J) Read The Courier-Gatette
W VapoRub
Of many years
Whittier, a friend cf everyone
All at once there's
AUSTRALIAN SEAL (dyed Rabbit)
in his day. said. “Fcr all the good
Morning Glory as
Sunshine spread.
the
past
hath
had,
rema'Xs
to
Wednesday-Thursday
Its magic rtory
Were $80-8135
» Of warmth and comfort
make our own time glad " What ,
FOR CHRISTMAS
Through the air
Now $49497.50
would he think of the man who '
Causing ’hackfulneas
Th,' "NIG PA UADI
Everywhere
has tried his hardest to ruin and
BRING OUT THAT HIDDEN
Of YOUTH!
R
S
SABLE & MINK BLENDED MUSKRATS
Rockland
rule creation?
BEAUTY WITH A GILBERT
• • • •
Were $185 *310
This is r°ally the time when fu
ture good or evil depends on what
Now $129-5239
Today and Wednesday
the indirtuval is ■willing to mike
NATURALISTIC
OIL
WAVE
of his life.
BLACK DYED PERSIAN PAW
Mood wil> torn to ioe when
• • • •
Were $185 *285
Tne Cntted States Tea Art, f you ee—
passed
:r 1897 is the oclv law of
Now $1194199
“THE APE”
its kind m the country insuring
the
quality
of
the
more
than
!
BLACK DYED PERSIAN LAMB
with
twenty billion cups of tea consum’d '
$7 Deluxe Oil Permanent
BORIS KARLOFF
Were *333.$585
annually in Amenia
• • • •
Now $249-5439
"My, but these gas masks «eem
Thursday
to grew heavier with each time
And manv others including Alaska Seal 'Safari and Mack).
Reg. $19-0®
4 GREAT STARS 4
VaturaJ Grey '■quirrei. Natural Grey Kidskin. Natural Grey Per
I put them cn "
NOW PLAYING
Supreme
sian Lamb. Let-Out Raccoon. Skunk. Caracul (Kaffa, Eel, and
“Yes. dearest " replied Wife. "But
Clark Gable Spencer Tracy
“TIN PAN ALLEY”
Push Up Wa
Black dved , at equally great savings.
this morning you wore the eiec’nc
with
Claudette
Colbert
Hedy
LaMarr
BEAUTY
AUCT FAYE. JOHN PAYNE
iron
box
that
is
lined
with
het
ty
,
AID<
:n
metal "
• • • •
"BOOM TOWN 99
The number cf filling stations
-n the United States increased be
366 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
37$ MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. PHONE 142
tween 1935 and 1940 « about oneWest Days
t(W,
I.M
'TriT-.-aeL-h;-------third the rate of the preceding
Sundays.
SKI. 6.36. IA8

January Fur Sale

of WATKINS FUR COATS
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Maine Garden Clubs

And Grim”

Former Rockport Woman,
Native ot Thomaston, Tells
Of London Hazards
Through the courtesy of Mrs.
S’or..e Jameson of Camden, The
Ccurler-CJazette is privileged to
print exrerpts from a letter which
she recently received from Mrs.
Emm t Tucker Mac Leod of St. Mar
gin s-cn-Thames. England, which
Is abcut one-half hour’s ride from
Lendon Mrs. MacLeod is a native
o T..oina.cton and formerly resid
ed in Reckpcrt. She is a sister
tf M. ,. Jam* on and aunt of Mrs.
.Maigaret (McAuley) Spruce of
Camden.
Staik and grim mention of the
horriiying experiences which the
Briti.sl\are er during is relieved by
the typical spirit, of gallantry and
courage which is consistently re
ported frcm that harassed land
Although the letter was censored
in seven places, the deleted parts
(neatly cut out, with scissors ap
parently) were evidently references
to places and localities.
Expressing regret at her inabil
ity to send a Christmas monetary
rem mbrance, Mrs. MacLeod wrote:
' No money is allowed out of the
country, as you know. We are
spending nine million pounds
every day, so can you wonder?
Do you remember (censored)
It is flat to the ground, also the
other half. 'More censored pass
ages here). I've not yet lost my
i: erve but Im not sure what I will
do if I got really in a tight spot.
I went to see Hattie McPherson
last Friday. Poor dear, she has
beer, very ill for four months and
her flat was near a land mine,
which exploded, and all the win
dows of her flat were blown out.
She had1 to lie in bed until they
could get her into a safe place. She
is 85 When the war i9 over it
will take years before anybody
will er.joy life. I just wish you
could see London.
"A magnetic bomb landed in a
tree just in front of Effie's house,
ar.d they and all the neighbor
hood had to leave in five minutes.
I- was at 5 a. m . pouring rain and
dark as night. She and Jack had
quite a long walk before they got
to the shelter and Jack fell down
on some wet leaves and fractured
his arm. He was taken to the
hospital for treatment. He stayed
there three days and it will take
fbout six weeks before his arm is
wel , so tomorrow they are off to
Devon.
"Effie wants me to go with them,
but I m a fatalist and believe if
ycu flee frcm danger you go into
cir’er. I don't mir.d telling you
it’s a grim life we are living, es
pecially when death drones in the
heavens. Day raidis I can stand
but all r.ight ones do get your
nerves tingling. So far nothing
has happened to this house but we
have found two pieces of shrapnel
in the garden.
"As you say. we are giving them
hell but they are getting a little
cf it back r.cw and then with their
ruthless bombing of ohurches, dwell
ing houses and civilians. It’s such
a waste and won’t win the war.
Eut Hitler will go on annoying us
for It’s all he is sure of. and even
that we take without a grumble.
"I hcpe all goes well with you
all. It s we who need prayers. Ood
bless you all.'*
The letter which bore a post
mark dated Nov. 24 was received
Jan. 1. Generally mail is received
in 10 days, and the previous mis
sive (ir. August) was uncensored.

Will Have Their Mid
winter Conference In
Augusta Jan. 16
Prof, Oeorge P. Steinbauer, as
sociate professor of Botany at the
University of Maine, and Will C
Curtis of South Sudbury, Mass.,
landscape designer, will be the
speakers at the fourth annual midWinter conference of the Garden
Club Federation of Maine, Jan. 16,
in Augusta.
Frof Steinbauer will give an il
lustrated lecture on “Some facts
and fancies about the adaptations
and distributions of plants," at the
morning session. Mr. Curtis, wide
ly known for his exhibits at the
Boston, New York and Philadel
phia Flcwer Shows, will lecture on
"Looking Out and Looking In’’, at
the afternoon session, taking up
the planting of home grounds, as
seen frcm the house and by the
passerby.
Mrs. Clarence S. Beverage, Fed
eration president, will give her
address at the morning session
Mrs. Fred S, Wcods of Portland.
National Vice President for tiie
New England Region, will bring
greetings from the National Coun
cil of State Garden Clubs. Greet
ings frcm the Maine Federation of
Women’s Clubs will be given by
Mrs. Leroy R. Folsom of Norridge
wock, and from the State Federa
tion of Business and Professional
Womens Clubs by the president,
Mrs. Lillian M. Pattee cf Belfast.
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton of West
Rcckpoit, Federation chairman of
pregrams and lectures, has ar
ranged the program, working with
Miss Laura B. Sanborn of Augusta,
general chairman of the con
ference.
Reservation for the noon lunch
eon at the Augusta House are to
be sent by Jan. 13 to Mrs, Charles
M. Bailey 52 Chestnut street, Au
gusta, general chairman cf the
luncheon.
Representative members frcm the
seven regions of the Federation
will meet at the Baptist Church
vestry at 1.45 o'clock during the
neon of Jan. 16 to determine the
date and place of the 100th annual
meeting of the Garden Club Fed
eration of Maine next Summer
Mrs. Richard O. Elliott of Thomas
ton is one of the members.

Artificial insemination of dairy
cattle is rapidly becoming an im
portant means cf making the most
extensive use of goor proved sires
Within the last year, approximately
138 selected sires have been arti
ficially mated to about 34,000 cows,
or nearly eight times as many as
they would have served otherwise.
In Maine, this progressive dairy
program is being forwarded by the
Central Maine Artificial Breeding
Association, the Androscoggin Val
ley Artificial Breeding Association,
and by a group of dairymen in the
St. John Valley.
• • * •
Second publication in the lay
ing flock management series of
circulars for Maine poultrvmen
gives the poultry feed formulas
for 1941, as adopted by the New
England College Feed Conference.
The circular is No. 137, available
free from the Extension Service,
College of Agriculture, Orono,
Tiie Pan American Airways sys Maine.
tem has been in operation 13 years.
It has grown from a 90-mile air
Fatal auto accidents increase 40
line to a system of 67.100 route percent in the northern half of the
miles serving 53 countries and United States in Winter and 20
colonies.
percent in the southern half.
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Christmas In Miami

Where They Mingle Fourth
Of July Rockets With
Yuletide Illumination
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Two days before Christmas we
drove up palm-lined Marianna
avenue, with its brilliant red hibis
cus flowers, thousands of lovely
red poinsettias, trailing purple, red
and yellow bougaivillea nodding
their heads in the heat while ex
tending their smiles of welcome.
We had arrived with “Florimel
Fluff," our kitty, who had been a
friendly little traveler on the
stretch of ocean highway from
pines to palms.
There stood our green-awninged
white house, Spanish, with its
touches of orange-yellow, against
which grow masses of greenerytropical. (Tracing effects of last
Winter's cold spell was a task.
That was dead and gone.) Gay
birds and butterflies flitted about
the glossy green, singing their mes
sages.
Once inside the white house I
blinked at the Christmas decora
tions. Had I forgotten the fan
like beauty of the palmetto palm
for background decorations? Christ
mas* carols reached our ears
through the radio. Then the an
nouncer said; "Miamians, do you
know that up in New England
hundreds of homes, places of busi
ness, and
their large white
churches are decorated, many
elaborately, for the Yuletide sea
son? The power companies in some
cities offer cash prizes for tiie
outstanding effects. Why can’t we
deccrate more? Why can't we of
fer prizes?"
The day before Christmas, cards,
letters, and Maine newspapers were
delivered about every hour. Here
old reliable, the mailman, dressed
in his blue uniform, ever cheerful,
comes pedalling his bicycle, for he
carries his pack on his 'bike.”
So on Christmas Eve, dressed in
white, with red flowers in our hair,
we left the white house to see
what lighting effect would offer.
Standing on the sidewalk and
looking back there was the first
surprise. Our house was outlined
with various colored Christmas
lights. Little blue bulbs intertwined
about the cocoanut palms, orange
trees and low shrubbery. It pleased,
as did other effects here and there
about the street.
Off the party drove amid burst
ing of firecrackers and bcoins of
guns, to see the lights of Miami
area. Little shouts cf praise could
be heard and frequently the car
came to a dead step. After two
hours of this little game we re
turned. Off Tamiami, at Colum
bus, we stopped. There before us
was a striking effect. It was 12i2
Marianna.
Throughout the night skyrockets
shot up and out in the starlit sky
to thrill Floridians as well as tc
offer surprises for the guests . We
were in the Winter home of Sum
mer.
"Merry Christmas!” The merry
day in the infancy was upon us
We were to enjoy the mixture of
two distinctly different days—
Christmas and the Fourth-cf-July.
or so it seemed to us. Telegrams
came and went. One to Rockland
Western Union said: “Thanks for
the Maine greetings. Temperature
now 80, humidity 35. Ideal. Like
Fourth-of-July. Roaring of can
non, bursting of firecrackers.
Everybody making merry.’’
In the afternoon we went for a
long colorful ride across Venetian
Causeway to Miami Beach and
back to the Pan American Build
ing. (Fluff stayed in the yard at
home). Along tiie entire route
Old Glory floated from poles on
the street and from the buildings.
And through the firecracker noises
we gathered a few cocoanuts.
It was warm at the handsome
airport, so two of us sat in the
car, the doors and windows low
ered. A Redland, Florida, farmer
sat atop his car and shouted a
cheerful greeting to those passing.
To one girl he said: "Merry Christ
mas. girlie.” To the policeman
walking in the middle of the
street he kindly advised: "Hurry
up there mister. You'll get hit if
you don't.’’
When my father
came back to the car, the farmer
caught him. They had plane gos
sip, and then the farmer began:
“I can't wait for the Havana plane
to come in; xve got two cows
home to juice." (Redland district
colloquialism).
Beauty tired, we returned to the
green-awninged white house where
Fluff was resting While waiting
under a pink flowering hibiscus. I
picked her up and said; "Merry
Christmas, my dear white Fluff.
We have made merry. Have you?"
Leah R. Fuller
Coral Gables, Florida.
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Old Quebec for New Years Feasts and Holidays
Combines Indoor Revelry With Every Winter Sport
|i

i_______ )
Ski Hawk Class.
Chateau Frontenac

f <

the Chateau Frontenac offers in its

I1TITH skiing the major sport of
’’the year-end holidays, the old
city of Quebec has come to mean
more than ever to the American
holiday-maker. Three feet of snow
now cover the Canadian country
side; the Chateau Frontenac still
commands the St. Lawrence and is
in turn commanded by the visitor
seeking "comfort and gaiety; and
the ski terrain at nearby Lac Beauport awaits the army of skiers to
brighten i»« ’'ails. What is more,

Vinalhaven Band
J. W. Kittredge Identifies

Players Who Were
“Tooting” About 1879
J. W. Kittredge, long-time Vinal
haven musician, saw the picture of
the Vinalhaven Band i mis-labeled
Waldoboro) in last Thursday’s edi
tion of The Courier-Gazette, and

Ski Hawk School the nearest thing
to “skiing without tears." This is
made possible by the new method
of "parallel skiing" perfected by
the Swiss expert Fritz Loosli and
by him exclusively taught to Ski
Hawk classes at the Chateau Fron
tenac and Lac Beauport.
The Chateau itself lias long been
noted for its lively New Year’s fes
tivals, arranged in keeping with the
traditions of old Fiance. "Bonne
Ann£e” suggests narrow, friendly,
snow - covered streets where tiie
meanest horsed.awn sleigh becomes
a cheery, jingling pageant of good
will There ■: a Pickwickian bustle
and stir in shops and markets, all
crowded with tcwufolk and with
habitants from the “outlying ctMintryside. The be,inlay feasts at the
Chateau i?vive ii’.*- ^lately days of
ihe early Fieii'li pioneers; and the

knew all the answers.
The band existed about 1879, he
says. Tlio.se who preserved the pic
ture may again refer to it. and will
find the players identified by Mr.
Kittredge in the following order,
reading left to right:
Sidney Colburn, Edwin Roberts,
O. P. Lyon, Frank Roberts. Charles
Carver; Wooster Vinal or Rufus
Coombs. Fred Hartwell. Fred Brown.
Joe Smith, Frank Webster, George

.....
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Lack of Training a Weak
Spot In National Defense,
Says Supt. Gray
,

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Public indignation over the in
credible weakness in our National
Defense seems to be running high
in every community of the coun
try. It seems to center on the lack
of training for the skilled trades.
This problem has provided one of
the principal bottlenecks of the
entire defense program.
The time has suddenly arrived
when quick, even drastic, revisions
must be made in many High
School courses of study. Standards
set for college preparation have
got to give way to standards set by
the needs of practical life, and
particularly its industrial defense.
"Knowledge for College'’ often
does more harm thar. good to peo
ple who do not go, and the ma
jority do not. Training the mind
too often untrains the hands.
Jour de 1’An Ball annually sfrows
Individual inquiries as to why
the world how a spirited people,
manual
training is not g^ven in
aided by friendly Americans, can
joyfully speed the old year and wel our public schools have multiplied
come the new—a process that usu several times in the last few weeks.
ally extends well into the afternoon
The question why pupils should
of New Year’s Day.
be sent out from our High School
So much for the nights. The days
prepared for nothing in particu
can of course be spent on the Cha
lar. except college, has forced the
teau’s own skating or curling rinks
on Dufferin Terrace, or on the ad following answers.
First, lack of public support.
joining triple-track toboggan slide.
The skier simply hops into a Cha Manual and vocational training
teau bus and is whisked over to have been tagged by so many citi
Lac Beauport, where a hundred
zens as merely one of the fads and
miles of marked ski trails await
frills as to make its introduction
exploration. Around the lake shore
impossible.
Second, the initial
rise the two slalom hills of Mont
cost
of
equipment
has antagonized
Tourbillon and Mont St. Castln. the
others.
Although
the
Federal Gov
latter with a ski tow. A new tow
ernment pays two-thirds of the
has just been completed on Mont
Du Lac, offering the eager skier a
instructor’s salary there is still a
1,100-foot ride with a vertical lift
minimum cost of Shop and Equip
of 350 feet.
ment. However, wherever, a town
has one or more closed rural build
Avery, Frank Pierce, William Lane, ings in gcod condition, the small
expense of moving constitutes the
Charles Jay.
bulk of tiie cost.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Tiie third answer is that Voca
tional Agriculture which was re
cently introduced already is meet
ing a keenly felt need for training
PIANO
in
scientific agriculture, and that
Play a piece in the first lesson
the commercial course is training
Call 1026 for trial lesson
more clerical workers than there
is clerical work to do.
MABEL F. LAMB
The feurth answer is a confes-

I

s3on that there arc still left a
large percentage of graduates who
are totally unprepared for any kind
of skilled work and are thus han
dicapped in securing any kind of
a job even under thc National Defense 'Program.
Aside from an obligation to the
future of the children themselves
there is a very compelling obliga
tion cf patriotism involved in the
defense of the Nation as a whol<
A. D Gray.
Superintendent of Schocl
Waldoboro.

P&rdner “Signed On'

Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:
In a recent article in The Blar':
Cat column you referred to such i
thing as “Signing On.” I presum
that was note or less "Dutch ’ . >
some of ycur readers, but to us elder
fellows who have “been there" it
very plain as signing tiie articb
for a voyage at sen. For instant
tfle last articles I signed were a;
Saint John, N. B., where one morn
ing the mate told another fello.v
and me to go up to the Consul
and sign the articles.
Charley was to sign as an Ab>
Bodied seaman and myself as Ordi
nary. We signed to go a voyage |
from Saint John, N. B., "to the
Bristol Channel for orders, thence J
to any port or ports in the work!,
as the master may direct to a fin 1
port of discharge in the Unit d
States, duration of voyage no: o
exceed two years.’’
So you see what a fell ;w was p 1
against in those days. But we .ill I
lived through it.
Reading Squire Eaton s Annals re- :
cently, I refreshed my memory o j
noting that it was in 1875 that Gor- I
don and Wugner were executed »! 1
the Prison for tiie crime of muni, '
It may be tiiat some oi your read- I
ers would be interested in tiiat ia

.M, ClMun <
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During November. 1940. interna
tional air travel in Argentina
totaled 2442 passengers as com
pared to 2395 ccean-golng boat
travelers.
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Disclaims
—Interest
Rockland had a
guest fcr a few hour.

Percival P. Ik
the person of ex-Govt
P. Baxter, who din

Chicken Pie
5.30 to 7, TUI
I. 0. 0. F. Hall,
Auspices Miriam Kcb
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THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR
I
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6 ft. Deluxe
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6 ft. Standa

1

8 ft. Standa

1
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1
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Cabinet Typ
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Leg Type W

1

Easy Autom

1

Easy No Tor

1

Easy Top Cu

1

Deluxe Top

1

35P4 Easy,

2

6554 Easy,

Special

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling brands
"SMOKING OUT" THI FACTS about nicotine. Experts,chemists
—and intricate laboratory machines—analyze the smoke of 5 of
the largest-selling brands...find that the smoke of slower-burn
ing Camels contains 28% less nicotine than the average of thc
other brands tested—less than any of them!

8 ft. Frigida

tested— less than any of them "according to independent

5.5 ft. Kelvi)

laboratory tests of the smoke itself

8 ft. Frigida
ES, the smoke’s the thing! After

Y

all, you don’t get anything from a
cigarette until you’ve lighted it... until
it's burning. And there is the secret of
an advantage Camel smokers have en
joyed for years. For Camel’s costlier

tobaccos are slower-burning.
Slower-burning for more coolness

6 ft. General

means less nicotine in the smoke — less
than any of the four other largest-selling
brands tested ... 28% less than the

Hotpoints, 3

average!
Yes, when you measure the pleasure
of a cigarette... the smoke’s the thing.
Make Camels your steady smoke and

and mildness — for Camels are free from
the excess heat and irritating qualities

enjoy all the advantages that only

of too-fast burning. Slower-burning for

Camel’s slower burning... costlier to

more flavor because slow burning pre
serves tobacco flavor and fragrance.

omy advantage

Universal am

Westinghous
repossesset

Westinghous^

baccos can give. There’s even an econ

(see left).
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6 ft. Mayflo\

Now Science confirms still another
advantage — Camel’s slower burning
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Rockland Typewriter Co,

71 Park St.

EX GOV. B

Pardner.

I v i) e w rilers
All Makes—New and Used
New Portables,
$29.50, $3430, $3930, $54.50

Established Jan

An Expression Which Is
“Greek” To Landlubbers
—Wagner and Gordon
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